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FINE - A Framework for Integrated Energy System Assessment

The FINE python package provides a framework for modeling, optimizing and assessing energy systems. With the
provided framework, systems with multiple regions, commodities and time steps can be modeled. Target of the
optimization is the minimization of the total annual cost while considering technical and environmental constraints.
Besides using the full temporal resolution, an interconnected typical period storage formulation can be applied, that
reduces the complexity and computational time of the model.
Features
• representation of an energy system by multiple locations, commodities and time steps
• complexity reducing storage formulation based on typical periods
Citing FINE
If you want to use FINE in a published work, please kindly cite following publication: https://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/S036054421830879X which gives a description of the first stages of the framework. The python
package which provides the time series aggregation module and its corresponding literatur can be found here.

1.1 Getting started
1.1.1 Purpose and Vision of FINE
FINE is a framework for generating energy system optimization models. This might sound difficult, but the puporse
is easy to understand: FINE is designed to answer pressing questions on future energy systems which include affordability, a high share of renewable energy sources and - most importantly - low CO2 emissions.
The concept of FINE is that scientists, programmers and anyone who is interested all around the world can use FINE
to answer their individual questions. Therefore, FINE is open source available and completely for free. Once FINE is
installed, you can start implementing an energy system model that you want to investigate.
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1.1.2 Installation
In the following, instructions for installing and using the FINE framework on Windows are given. The installation
instructions for installing and using FINE on Linux/macOS systems are however quite similar and can be, hopefully
easily, derived from the instructions below.
Prepare and install required software
1. Install anaconda [by choosing your operating system here] (https://docs.anaconda.com/anaconda/install/). If you
are a Windows 10 user, remember to tick “Add Anaconda to my PATH environment variable” during installation
under “Advanced installations options”.
2. Install git from https://git-scm.com/downloads
Prepare folder
1. Open a prompt e.g. “anaconda prompt” or “cmd” from the windows start menu
2. Make a folder where you want to work, for example C:Users<your username>work with “mkdir C:Users<your
username>work”
3. Go to that directory with “cd C:Users<your username>work” at the command line
Get source code via GIT
Clone public repository or repository of your choice first
git clone https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/FINE.git

Move into the FINE folder with
cd fine

Installation for users
It is recommended to create a clean environment with conda to use FINE because it requires many dependencies.
conda env create -f requirements.yml

This directly installs FINE and its dependencies in the FINE conda environment. Activate the created environment
with:
activate FINE

Installation for developers
Create a development environment if you want to modify it. Install the requirements in a clean conda environment:
conda env create -f requirements_dev.yml
activate FINE_dev
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This installs FINE and its requirements for development (testing, formatting). Further changes in the current folder
are reflected in package installation through the installation with pip -e.
Run the test suite with:
pytest --cov=FINE test/

A development platform which can be used to work with/on the code and which comes with Anaconda is Spyder.
Other development platforms are PyCharm or Visua Studio Code.
The Python packages tsam and PYOMO are installed by pip alongside FINE. Some plots in FINE require the GeoPandas package to be installed (nice-to-have). Installation instructions are given here. In some cases, the dependencies of
the GeoPandas package have to be installed manually before the package itself can be installed.
Installation of an optimization solver
FINE requires an MILP solver which can be accessed using PYOMO. There are three standard solvers defined:
• GUROBI
– Recommended due to better performance but requires license (free academic version available)
– Set as standard solver
• GLPK
– Free version available
• CBC
– Free version available
Gurobi installation
The installation requires the following three components:
• Gurobi Optimizer
– In order to download the software you need to create an Account and obtain a license.
• Gurobi license
– The license needs to be installed according to the instructions in the registration process.
• Gurobi python api
– The python api can be installed according to this instruction.
GLPK installation
A complete installation instruction for Windows can be found here.
CBC
Installation procedure can be found here.

1.1. Getting started
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1.1.3 About Us

We are the Institute of Energy and Climate Research - Techno-economic Systems Analysis (IEK-3) belonging to the
Forschungszentrum Jülich. Our interdisciplinary institute’s research is focusing on energy-related process and systems
analyses. Data searches and system simulations are used to determine energy and mass balances, as well as to evaluate
performance, emissions and costs of energy systems. The results are used for performing comparative assessment
studies between the various systems. Our current priorities include the development of energy strategies, in accordance with the German Federal Government’s greenhouse gas reduction targets, by designing new infrastructures for
sustainable and secure energy supply chains and by conducting cost analysis studies for integrating new technologies
into future energy market frameworks.
Contributions and Users
Within the BMWi funded project METIS we develop together with the RWTH-Aachen (Prof. Aaron Praktiknjo), the
EDOM Team at FAU (PD Bismark Singh) and the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) new methods and models
within FINE.

1.2 User Guide
In the following sections you can find general information about energy systems modeling, and the detailed description
of the classes, methods and functionalities of FINE.

1.2.1 Energy System Modeling
For creating your own energy system model, you start adding different components such as sources (e.g., photovoltaic
panels), storage units (e.g., batteries), conversion units (e.g., heat pumps), transmission units (e.g., electricity grids)
and sinks (e.g., households with electricity or heat demands) to your model using the framework. Then FINE will find
the optimal sizing and an optimal unit commitment of all components for you. Here, FINE can consider a user-defined
number of regions and number of time steps, i.e. it models a spatially and temporally resolved energy system.
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The five named component types, i.e., sources, sinks, storage, conversion and transmission units are the main components of the energy system model, which can also be seen in the python package description (Source and Sink
classes, Storage class, Conversion class, Transmission class). Shared features of these components are provided in the
Component class. The actual optimization problem is created in the EnergySystemModel class.
It is important to have a clear idea of what you know about your energy system beforehand and what you want to
optimize. Two types of “values” of must be distinguished:
• Parameters: Known values must be specified in the component specifications and are called parameters.
• Variables: Values to be optimized are called variables. Their optimal values are determined during the model
run.

1.2.2 Python package description
The python package description gives a general description of the code itself. It describes the package structure
(modules and classes, with their functions and variables).
Contents:
EnergySystemModel class
A description of the class is given below.
Class description:
class energySystemModel.EnergySystemModel(locations,
commodities,
commodityUnitsDict, numberOfTimeSteps=8760, hoursPerTimeStep=1, costUnit=’1e9 Euro’, lengthUnit=’km’,
verboseLogLevel=0,
balanceLimit=None, lowerBound=False)
EnergySystemModel class
The functionality provided by the EnergySystemModel class is fourfold:
• With it, the basic structure (spatial and temporal resolution, considered commodities) of the investigated
energy system is defined.
• It serves as a container for all components investigated in the energy system model. These components,
namely sources and sinks, conversion options, storage options, and transmission options (in the core module), can be added to an EnergySystemModel instance.
• It provides the core functionality of modeling and optimizing the energy system based on the specified
structure and components on the one hand and of specified simulation parameters on the other hand.
• It stores optimization results which can then be post-processed with other modules.
The parameters which are stored in an instance of the class refer to:
• the modeled spatial representation of the energy system (locations, lengthUnit)
• the modeled temporal representation of the energy system (totalTimeSteps, hoursPerTimeStep, years,
periods, periodsOrder, periodsOccurrences, timeStepsPerPeriod, interPeriodTimeSteps, isTimeSeriesDataClustered, typicalPeriods, tsaInstance, timeUnit)
• the considered commodities in the energy system (commodities, commodityUnitsDict)
• the considered components in the energy system (componentNames, componentModelingDict, costUnit)
• optimization related parameters (pyM, solverSpecs)

1.2. User Guide
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The parameters are first set when a class instance is initiated. The parameters which are related to the components (e.g. componentNames) are complemented by adding the components to the class instance.
Instances of this class provide functions for
• adding components and their respective modeling classes (add)
• clustering the time series data of all added components using the time series aggregation package tsam, cf.
https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/tsam (cluster)
• optimizing the specified energy system (optimize), for which a pyomo concrete model instance is built
and filled with
(0) basic time sets,
(1) sets, variables and constraints contributed by the component modeling classes,
(2) basic, component overreaching constraints, and
(3) an objective function.
The pyomo instance is then optimized by a specified solver. The optimization results are processed once
available.
• getting components and their attributes (getComponent, getCompAttr, getOptimizationSummary)
__init__(locations, commodities, commodityUnitsDict, numberOfTimeSteps=8760, hoursPerTimeStep=1, costUnit=’1e9 Euro’, lengthUnit=’km’, verboseLogLevel=0, balanceLimit=None, lowerBound=False)
Constructor for creating an EnergySystemModel class instance
Required arguments:
Parameters
• locations (set of strings) – locations considered in the energy system
• commodities (set of strings) – commodities considered in the energy system
• commodityUnitsDict (dictionary of strings) – dictionary which assigns
each commodity a quantitative unit per time (e.g. GW_el, GW_H2, Mio.t_CO2/h). The
dictionary is used for results output.
Note: Note for advanced users: the scale of these units can influence the numerical stability of the optimization solver, cf. http://files.gurobi.com/Numerics.pdf where a reasonable
range of model coefficients is suggested.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• numberOfTimeSteps – number of time steps considered when modeling the energy
system (for each time step, or each representative time step, variables and constraints are
constituted). Together with the hoursPerTimeStep, the total number of hours considered
can be derived. The total number of hours is again used for scaling the arising costs to the
arising total annual costs (TAC) which are minimized during optimization. * the default
value is 8760.
• hoursPerTimeStep (strictly positive float) – hours per time step * the
default value is 1
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• costUnit (string) – cost unit of all cost related values in the energy system. This
argument sets the unit of all cost parameters which are given as an input to the EnergySystemModel instance (e.g. for the invest per capacity or the cost per operation).
Note: Note for advanced users: the scale of this unit can influence the numerical stability
of the optimization solver, cf. http://files.gurobi.com/Numerics.pdf where a reasonable
range of model coefficients is suggested.
* the default value is ‘10^9 Euro’ (billion euros), which can be a suitable scale for national
energy systems.
• lengthUnit (string) – length unit for all length-related values in the energy system.
Note: Note for advanced users: the scale of this unit can influence the numerical stability
of the optimization solver, cf. http://files.gurobi.com/Numerics.pdf where a reasonable
range of model coefficients is suggested.
* the default value is ‘km’ (kilometers).
• verboseLogLevel (integer (0, 1 or 2)) – defines how verbose the console
logging is:
– 0: general model logging, warnings and optimization solver logging are displayed.
– 1: warnings are displayed.
– 2: no general model logging or warnings are displayed, the optimization solver logging
is set to a minimum.
Note: if required, the optimization solver logging can be separately enabled in the optimizationSpecs of the optimize function.
* the default value is 0
• balanceLimit (pd.DataFrame or pd.Series) – defines the balanceLimit
constraint (various different balanceLimitIDs possible) for specific regions or the
whole model. The balancelimitID can be assigned to various components of e.g.
SourceSinkModel or TransmissionModel to limit the balance of production, consumption and im/export. If the balanceLimit is passed as pd.Series it will apply to the overall
model, if it is passed as pd.Dataframe each column will apply to one region of the multinode model. In the latter case, the number and names of the columns should match the
regions/region names in the model. Each row contains an individual balanceLimitID as
index and the corresponding values for the model (pd.Series) or regions (pd.Dataframe).
Values are always given in the unit of the esM commodities unit.
Example: pd.DataFrame(columns=[“Region1”], index=[“electricity”], data=[1000])
Note: If bounds for sinks shall be specified (e.g. min. export, max. sink volume), values
must be defined as negative.
* the default value is None

1.2. User Guide
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• lowerBound (bool) – defines whether a lowerBound or an upperBound is considered in
the balanceLimitConstraint. By default an upperBound is considered. However, multiple
cases can be considered:
1) Sources:
a) LowerBound=False: UpperBound for commodity from SourceComponent (Define positive value in balanceLimit). Example: Limit CO2-Emission
b) LowerBound=True: LowerBound for commodity from SourceComponent (Define positive value in balanceLimit). Example: Require minimum production from
renewables.
2) Sinks:
a) LowerBound=False: UpperBound in a mathematical sense for commodity from
SinkComponent (Logically minimum limit for negative values, define negative
value in balanceLimit). Example: Minimum export/consumption of hydrogen.
b) LowerBound=True: LowerBound in a mathematical sense for commodity from
SourceComponent (Logically maximum limit for negative values, define negative
value in balanceLimit). Example: Define upper limit for Carbon Capture & Storage.
* the default value is False
add(component)
Function for adding a component and, if required, its respective modeling class to the EnergySystemModel instance. The added component has to inherit from the FINE class Component.
Parameters component
(An object which inherits from the FINE
Component class) – the component to be added
removeComponent(componentName, track=False)
Function which removes a component from the energy system.
Parameters
• componentName (string) – name of the component that should be removed
• track (boolean) – specifies if the removed components should be tracked or not
* the default value is False
Returns dictionary with the removed componentName and component instance if track is set
to True else None.
Return type dict or None
getComponent(componentName)
Function which returns a component of the energy system.
Parameters componentName (string) – name of the component that should be returned
Returns the component which has the name componentName
Return type Component
getComponentAttribute(componentName, attributeName)
Function which returns an attribute of a component considered in the energy system.
Parameters
• componentName (string) – name of the component from which the attribute
should be obtained
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• attributeName (string) – name of the attribute that should be returned
Returns the attribute specified by the attributeName of the component with the name componentName
Return type depends on the specified attribute
getOptimizationSummary(modelingClass, outputLevel=0)
Function which returns the optimization summary (design variables, aggregated operation variables, objective contributions) of a modeling class.
Parameters
• modelingClass (string) – name of the modeling class from which the optimization summary should be obtained
• outputLevel (integer (0, 1 or 2)) – states the level of detail of the output summary:
– 0: full optimization summary is returned
– 1: full optimization summary is returned but rows in which all values are NaN (not
a number) are dropped
– 2: full optimization summary is returned but rows in which all values are NaN or 0
are dropped
* the default value is 0
Returns the optimization summary of the requested modeling class
Return type pandas DataFrame
aggregateSpatially(shapefile, grouping_mode=’parameter_based’, n_groups=3, aggregatedResultsPath=None, **kwargs)
Spatially clusters the data of all components considered in the Energy System Model (esM) instance and
returns a new esM instance with the aggregated data.
Parameters shapefile (string, GeoDataFrame) – Either the path to the shapefile
or the read-in shapefile
Default arguments:
Parameters
• grouping_mode
(string, Options: 'string_based',
'distance_based', 'parameter_based') – Defines how to spatially
group the regions. Refer to grouping.py for more information. * the default value is
‘parameter_based’
• n_groups (strictly positive integer, None) – The number of region
groups to be formed from the original region set. This parameter is irrelevant if grouping_mode is ‘string_based’. * the default value is 3
• aggregatedResultsPath (string, None) – Indicates path to which the aggregated results should be saved. If None, results are not saved. * the default value is
None
Additional keyword arguments that can be passed via kwargs:
Parameters
• geom_col_name (string) – The geomtry column name in shapefile * the default
value is ‘geometry’

1.2. User Guide
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• geom_id_col_name (string) – The colum in shapefile consisting geom IDs *
the default value is ‘index’
• separator (string) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘string_based’. The
character or string in the region IDs that defines where the ID should be split. E.g.:
region IDs -> [‘01_es’, ‘02_es’] and separator=’_’, then IDs are split at _ and the last
part (‘es’) is taken as the group ID * the default value is None
• position (integer/tuple) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is
‘string_based’. Used to define the position(s) of the region IDs where the split
should happen. An int i would mean the part from 0 to i is taken as the group ID. A
tuple (i,j) would mean the part i to j is taken at the group ID.
Note:
either separator or position must be passed in order to perform
string_based_grouping
* the default value is None
• weights (dictionary) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’.
Through the weights dictionary, one can assign weights to variable-component pairs.
When calculating distance corresonding to each variable-component pair, these specified weights are considered, otherwise taken as 1.
It must be in one of the formats:
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables and particular corresponding
components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ :
List[<variable_name>] }
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables, but all corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : {‘all’ : <weight>}, ‘variables’ : List[<variable_name>] }
– If you want to specify weights for all variables, but particular corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ : ‘all’ }
<weight> can be of type integer/float
* the default value is None
• aggregation_method
(string, Options:
'kmedoids_contiguity', 'hierarchical') – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’. The clustering method that should be used to group
the regions. Options:
– ’kmedoids_contiguity’: kmedoids clustering with added contiguity constraint.
Refer to TSAM docs for more info: https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/tsam/
blob/master/tsam/utils/k_medoids_contiguity.py
– ’hierarchical’: sklearn’s agglomerative clustering with complete linkage, with
a connetivity matrix to ensure contiguity.
Refer to Sklearn docs
for more info: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.
AgglomerativeClustering.html
* the default value is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’
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• solver (string, Options: 'gurobi', 'glpk') – Relevant only
if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’ and aggregation_method is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’ The optimization solver to be chosen. * the default value is ‘gurobi’
• aggregation_function_dict (dictionary) – Contains information regarding the mode of aggregation for each individual variable.
– Possibilities: mean, weighted mean, sum, bool (boolean OR).
– Format of the dictionary
(<mode_of_aggregation>,
* {<variable_name>:
able_name>: (<mode_of_aggregation>, None)}.

<weights>),

<vari-

<weights> is required only if <mode_of_aggregation> is ‘weighted mean’.
The name of the variable that should act as weights should be provided. Can
be None otherwise.
A default dictionary is considered with the following corresponding modes. If aggregation_function_dict is passed, this default dictionary is updated.

{“operationRateMax”: (“weighted mean”, “capacityMax”),
”operationRateFix”: (“sum”, None),
”locationalEligibility”: (“bool”, None),
”capacityMax”: (“sum”, None),
”investPerCapacity”: (“mean”, None),
”investIfBuilt”: (“bool”, None),
”opexPerOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerCapacity”: (“mean”, None),
”opexIfBuilt”: (“bool”, None),
”interestRate”: (“mean”, None),
”economicLifetime”: (“mean”, None),
”capacityFix”: (“sum”, None),
”losses”: (“mean”, None),
”distances”: (“mean”, None),
”commodityCost”: (“mean”, None),
”commodityRevenue”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerChargeOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerDischargeOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”QPcostScale”: (“sum”, None),
”technicalLifetime”: (“mean”, None)}

• aggregated_shp_name (string) – Name to be given to the saved shapefiles
after aggregation * the default value is ‘aggregated_regions’
• crs (integer) – Coordinate reference system (crs) in which to save the shapefiles
* the default value is 3035
• crs – Coordinate reference system (crs) in which to save the shapefiles * the default
value is 3035
• aggregated_xr_filename (string) – Name to be given to the saved netCDF
file containing aggregated esM data * the default value is ‘aggregated_xr_dataset.nc’

1.2. User Guide
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Returns Aggregated esM instance
aggregateTemporally(numberOfTypicalPeriods=7,
numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod=24,
segmentation=False,
numberOfSegmentsPerPeriod=24,
clusterMethod=’hierarchical’,
sortValues=True,
storeTSAinstance=False,
**kwargs)
Temporally cluster the time series data of all components considered in the EnergySystemModel instance
and then stores the clustered data in the respective components. For this, the time series data is broken
down into an ordered sequence of periods (e.g. 365 days) and to each period a typical period (e.g. 7 typical
days with 24 hours) is assigned. Moreover, the time steps within the periods can further be clustered to
bigger time steps with an irregular duration using the segmentation option. For the clustering itself, the
tsam package is used (cf. https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/tsam). Additional keyword arguments for
the TimeSeriesAggregation instance can be added (facilitated by kwargs). As an example: it might be
useful to add extreme periods to the clustered typical periods.
Note: The segmentation option can be freely combined with all subclasses. However, an irregular time
step length is not meaningful for the minimumDownTime and minimumUpTime in the conversionDynamic module, because the time would be different for each segment. The same holds true for the DSM
module.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• numberOfTypicalPeriods (strictly positive integer) – states
the number of typical periods into which the time series data should be clustered.
The number of time steps per period must be an integer multiple of the total number
of considered time steps in the energy system.
Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter noTypicalPeriods for more information.
* the default value is 7
• numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod (strictly positive integer) –
states the number of time steps per period * the default value is 24
• segmentation (boolean) – states whether the typical periods should be further segmented to fewer time steps * the default value is False
• numberOfSegmentsPerPeriod (strictly positive integer) –
states the number of segments per period * the default value is 24
• clusterMethod (string) – states the method which is used in the tsam
package for clustering the time series data. Options are for example ‘averaging’,
‘k_means’, ‘exact k_medoid’ or ‘hierarchical’.
Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter clusterMethod for more information.
* the default value is ‘hierarchical’
• sortValues (boolean) – states if the algorithm in the tsam package should
use
(a) the sorted duration curves (-> True) or
14
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(b) the original profiles (-> False)
of the time series data within a period for clustering.
Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter sortValues
for more information.
* the default value is True
• storeTSAinstance (boolean) – states if the TimeSeriesAggregation instance created during clustering should be stored in the EnergySystemModel instance. * the default value is False
declareTimeSets(pyM, timeSeriesAggregation, segmentation)
Set and initialize basic time parameters and sets.
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
* the default value is False
• segmentation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system
model based on clustered time series data should be done with
(a) aggregated typical periods with the original time step length (False) or
(b) aggregated typical periods with further segmented time steps (True).
* the default value is False
declareBalanceLimitConstraint(pyM, timeSeriesAggregation)
Declare balance limit constraint.
Balance limit constraint can limit the exchange of commodities within the model or over the model region
boundaries. See the documentation of the parameters for further explanation. In general the following
equation applies:
E_source - E_sink + E_exchange,in - E_exchange,out <= E_lim (self.LowerBound=False)
E_source - E_sink + E_exchange,in - E_exchange,out >= E_lim (self.LowerBound=True)
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).

1.2. User Guide
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* the default value is False
declareSharedPotentialConstraints(pyM)
Declare shared potential constraints, e.g. if a maximum potential of salt caverns has to be shared by salt
cavern storing methane and salt caverns storing hydrogen.
∑︁
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
cap𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤1
𝑙𝑜𝑐 /capMax𝑙𝑜𝑐
comp∈𝒞 𝐼𝐷

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which
contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
declareComponentLinkedQuantityConstraints(pyM)
Declare linked component quantity constraint, e.g. if an engine (E-Motor) is built also a storage (Battery)
and a vehicle body (e.g. BEV Car) needs to be built. Not the capacity of the components, but the number
of the components is linked.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which
contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
declareCommodityBalanceConstraints(pyM)
Declare commodity balance constraints (one balance constraint for each commodity, location and time
step)
∑︁
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
=0
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
comp∈𝒞𝑙𝑜𝑐

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which
contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
declareObjective(pyM)
Declare the objective function by obtaining the contributions to the objective function from all modeling
classes. Currently, the only objective function which can be selected is the sum of the total annual cost of
all components.
)︁
∑︁
∑︁ (︁
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑏𝑖𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
𝑧 * = min
𝑇 𝐴𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐
+ 𝑇 𝐴𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐
+ 𝑇 𝐴𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝∈𝒞 𝑙𝑜𝑐∈ℒ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝

Objective Function detailed:
𝑧 * = min

)︂
[︂
(︂
investPerCap𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
+
opexPerCap
· 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
F𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑎𝑝
·
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
CCF
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝∈𝒞 𝑙𝑜𝑐∈ℒ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
(︂
)︂
investIfBuilt𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
+ F𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑏𝑖𝑛
·
+
opexIfBuilt
· 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑐
⎛
⎞⎤
∑︁
∑︁
freq(p)
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑦𝑝𝑒
+⎝
factorPerOp𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
· 𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
· 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 ⎠⎦
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝜏
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
∑︁

∑︁

(𝑝,𝑡)∈𝒫×𝒯 opType∈𝒪

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – a pyomo ConcreteModel instance which
contains parameters, sets, variables, constraints and objective required for the optimization set up and solving.
declareOptimizationProblem(timeSeriesAggregation=False, segmentation=False, relaxIsBuiltBinary=False)
Declare the optimization problem belonging to the specified energy system for which a pyomo concrete
model instance is built and filled with
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• basic time sets,
• sets, variables and constraints contributed by the component modeling classes,
• basic, component overreaching constraints, and
• an objective function.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
* the default value is False
• segmentation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system
model based on clustered time series data should be done with
(a) aggregated typical periods with the original time step length (False) or
(b) aggregated typical periods with further segmented time steps (True).
* the default value is False
• relaxIsBuiltBinary – states if the optimization problem should be solved
as a relaxed LP to get the lower bound of the problem. * the default value is False
optimize(declaresOptimizationProblem=True,
relaxIsBuiltBinary=False,
timeSeriesAggregation=False, logFileName=”, threads=3, solver=’None’, timeLimit=None, optimizationSpecs=”, warmstart=False)
Optimize the specified energy system for which a pyomo ConcreteModel instance is built or called upon.
A pyomo instance is optimized with the specified inputs, and the optimization results are further processed.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• declaresOptimizationProblem (boolean) – states if the optimization
problem should be declared (True) or not (False).
(a) If true, the declareOptimizationProblem function is called and a pyomo ConcreteModel instance is built.
(b) If false a previously declared pyomo ConcreteModel instance is used.
* the default value is True
• relaxIsBuiltBinary – states if the optimization problem should be solved
as a relaxed LP to get the lower bound of the problem. * the default value is False
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
* the default value is False
• segmentation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system
model based on clustered time series data should be done with
1.2. User Guide
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(a) aggregated typical periods with the original time step length (False) or
(b) aggregated typical periods with further segmented time steps (True).
* the default value is False
• logFileName (string) – logFileName is used for naming the log file of
the optimization solver output if gurobi is used as the optimization solver.
If the logFileName is given as an absolute path (e.g.
logFileName =
os.path.join(os.getcwd(), ‘Results’, ‘logFileName.txt’)) the log file will be stored
in the specified directory. Otherwise, it will be stored by default in the directory
where the executing python script is called. * the default value is ‘job’
• threads (positive integer) – number of computational threads used for
solving the optimization (solver dependent input) if gurobi is used as the solver. A
value of 0 results in using all available threads. If a value larger than the available
number of threads are chosen, the value will reset to the maximum number of
threads. * the default value is 3
• solver (string) – specifies which solver should solve the optimization problem (which of course has to be installed on the machine on which the model is run).
* the default value is ‘gurobi’
• timeLimit (strictly positive integer or None) – if not specified
as None, indicates the maximum solve time of the optimization problem in seconds
(solver dependent input). The use of this parameter is suggested when running
models in runtime restricted environments (such as clusters with job submission
systems). If the runtime limitation is triggered before an optimal solution is available, the best solution obtained up until then (if available) is processed. * the
default value is None
• optimizationSpecs (string) – specifies parameters for the optimization
solver (see the respective solver documentation for more information). Example:
‘LogToConsole=1 OptimalityTol=1e-6’ * the default value is an empty string (‘’)
• warmstart (boolean) – specifies if a warm start of the optimization should be
considered (not always supported by the solvers). * the default value is False
Components
Components can be added to an EnergySystemModel class to model the behavior of the energy system. The data of
these components are stored in so called component classes. All components have to inherit from the “Component”
class. The behavior of the components in the energy system is modeled in respective component modeling classes.
All component modeling classes have to inherit from the “ComponentModel” class. There are five basic component
and component modeling classes in FINE. These are
• Source and Sink (inherits from Source) classes + the SourceSinkModel class,
• Conversion class + ConversionModel class,
• Transmission class + TransmissionModel class, and
• Storage class + StorageModel class.
Form these basic component and component modeling classes, further subclasses can be defined. For example, a
LinearOptimalPowerFlow + LOPFModel class inherit from the Transmission and TransmissionModel class.
Component and ComponentModeling class
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Component class
The Component class holds the basic data of a component and provides functions for adding the component to an
EnergySystemModel class instance and clustering and specifying time series data. The ComponentModel class on the
other hand specifies basic sets, variables, constraints and output functions for a collection of components.
Component class description:
class component.Component(esM, name, dimension, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerCapacity=0,
opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None,
yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None)
The Component class includes the general methods and arguments for the components which are add-able to
the energy system model (e.g. storage component, source component, transmission component). Every of these
components inherits from the Component class.
__init__(esM, name, dimension, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None,
investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0,
interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None)
Constructor for creating an Component class instance.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance from the FINE package) –
energy system model to which the component should be added. Used for unit
checks.
• name (string) – name of the component. Has to be unique (i.e. no other components with that name can already exist in the EnergySystemModel instance to
which the component is added).
• hasCapacityVariable (boolean) – specifies if the component should be
modeled with a capacity or not. Examples:
– An electrolyzer has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable is
True.
– In the energy system, biogas can, from a model perspective, be converted into
methane (and then used in conventional power plants which emit CO2) by
getting CO2 from the environment. Thus, using biogas in conventional power
plants is, from a balance perspective, CO2 free. This conversion is purely
theoretical and does not require a capacity -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
– A electricity cable has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable
is True.
– If the transmission capacity of a component is unlimited -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
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– A wind turbine has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable is
True.
– Emitting CO2 into the environment is not per se limited by a capacity -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• capacityVariableDomain
(string ('continuous' or
'discrete')) – describes the mathematical domain of the capacity variables, if they are specified. By default, the domain is specified as ‘continuous’ and
thus declares the variables as positive (>=0) real values. The second input option
that is available for this parameter is ‘discrete’, which declares the variables as
positive (>=0) integer values. * the default value is ‘continuous’
• capacityPerPlantUnit (strictly positive float) – capacity of
one plant of the component (in the specified physicalUnit of the plant). The default is 1, thus the number of plants is equal to the installed capacity. This parameter should be specified when using a ‘discrete’ capacityVariableDomain. It can be
specified when using a ‘continuous’ variable domain. * the default value is 1
• hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable (boolean) – specifies if binary decision variables should be declared for
– each eligible location of the component, which indicates if the component is
built at that location or not (dimension=1dim).
– each eligible connection of the transmission component, which indicates if the
component is built between two locations or not (dimension=2dim).
The binary variables can be used to enforce one-time investment cost or capacityindependent annual operation cost. If a minimum capacity is specified and this
parameter is set to True, the minimum capacities are only considered if a component is built (i.e. if a component is built at that location, it has to be built with a
minimum capacity of XY GW, otherwise it is set to 0 GW). * the default value is
False
• bigM (None or strictly positive float) – the bigM parameter is
only required when the hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable parameter is set to True. In that
case, it is set as a strictly positive float, otherwise it can remain a None value. If
not None and the ifBuiltBinaryVariables parameter is set to True, the parameter
enforces an artificial upper bound on the maximum capacities which should, however, never be reached. The value should be chosen as small as possible but as large
as necessary so that the optimal values of the designed capacities are well below
this value after the optimization. * the default value is None
• locationalEligibility –
– Pandas Series that indicates if a component can be built at a location (=1) or
not (=0) (dimension=1dim) or
– Pandas Series or DataFrame that indicates if a component can be built between
two locations (=1) or not (=0) (dimension=2dim).
If not specified and a maximum or fixed capacity or time series is given, the parameter will be set based on these inputs. If the parameter is specified, a consistency
check is done to ensure that the parameters indicate the same locational eligibility.
If the parameter is not specified, and also no other of the parameters is specified, it
is assumed that the component is eligible in each location and all values are set to
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1. This parameter is the key part for ensuring small built times of the optimization
problem by avoiding the declaration of unnecessary variables and constraints. *
the default value is None
• capacityMin – if specified, indicates the minimum capacities. The type of this
parameter depends on the dimension of the component: If dimension=1dim, it
has to be a Pandas Series. If dimension=2dim, it has to to be a Pandas Series or
DataFrame. If binary decision variables are declared, capacityMin is only used if
the component is built. * the default value is None
• capacityMax – if specified, indicates the maximum capacities. The type of
this parameter depends on the dimension of the component: If dimension=1dim, it
has to be a Pandas Series. If dimension=2dim, it has to to be a Pandas Series or
DataFrame. * the default value is None
• partLoadMin – if specified, indicates minimal part load of component.
• sharedPotentialID (string) – if specified, indicates that the component
has to share its maximum potential capacity with other components (e.g. due to
space limitations). The shares of how much of the maximum potential is used have
to add up to less then 100%. * the default value is None
• linkedQuantityID (string) – if specified, indicates that the components
with the same ID are built with the same number. (e.g. if a vehicle with an engine
is built also a storage needs to be built) * the default value is None
• capacityFix – if specified, indicates the fixed capacities. The type of this parameter depends on the dimension of the component:
– If dimension=1dim, it has to be a Pandas Series.
– If dimension=2dim, it has to be a Pandas Series or DataFrame.
* the default value is None
• isBuiltFix – if specified, indicates fixed decisions in which or between which
locations the component is built (i.e. sets the isBuilt binary variables). The type of
this parameter depends on the dimension of the component:
– If dimension=1dim, it has to be a Pandas Series.
– If dimension=2dim, it has to be a Pandas Series or DataFrame.
* the default value is None
• investPerCapacity – describes the investment costs for one unit of the capacity. The invest of a component is obtained by multiplying the built capacities of
the component (in the physicalUnit of the component) with the investPerCapacity
factor. The value has to match the unit costUnit/physicalUnit (e.g. Euro/kW). The
investPerCapacity can either be given as
– a float or a Pandas Series with location specific values (dimension=1dim). The
cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the one specified in the
energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). The value has to match
the unit costUnit/physicalUnit (e.g. Euro/kW, 1e6 Euro/GW) or
– a float or a Pandas Series or DataFrame with location specific values (dimension=2dim). The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the
one specified in the energy system model divided by the specified lengthUnit (e.g. Euro/m, Dollar/m, 1e6 Euro/km). The value has to match the unit
costUnit/(lengthUnit * physicalUnit) (e.g. Euro/(kW * m), 1e6 Euro/(GW *
km))
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* the default value is 0
• investIfBuilt – a capacity-independent invest which only arises in a location
if a component is built at that location. The investIfBuilt can either be given as
– a float or a Pandas Series with location specific values (dimension=1dim). The
cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the one specified in the
energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro) or
– a float or a Pandas Series or DataFrame with location specific values (dimension=2dim). The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the
one specified in the energy system model divided by the specified lengthUnit
(e.g. Euro/m, Dollar/m, 1e6 Euro/km)
* the default value is 0
• opexPerCapacity – describes the operational cost for one unit of capacity. The
annual operational cost, which are only a function of the capacity of the component
(in the physicalUnit of the component) and not of the specific operation itself,
are obtained by multiplying the capacity of the component at a location with the
opexPerCapacity factor. The opexPerCapacity factor can either be given as
– a float or a Pandas Series with location specific values (dimension=1dim). The
cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the one specified in the
energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). The value has to match
the unit costUnit/physicalUnit (e.g. Euro/kW, 1e6 Euro/GW) or
– a float or a Pandas Series or DataFrame with location specific values (dimension=2dim). The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the
one specified in the energy system model divided by the specified lengthUnit (e.g. Euro/m, Dollar/m, 1e6 Euro/km). The value has to match the unit
costUnit/(lengthUnit * physicalUnit) (e.g. Euro/(kW * m), 1e6 Euro/(GW *
km))
* the default value is 0
• opexIfBuilt – a capacity-independent annual operational cost which only
arises in a location if a component is built at that location. The opexIfBuilt can
either be given as
– a float or a Pandas Series with location specific values (dimension=1dim) . The
cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the one specified in the
energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro) or
– a float or a Pandas Series or DataFrame with location specific values (dimension=2dim). The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match the
one specified in the energy system model divided by the specified lengthUnit
(e.g. Euro/m, Dollar/m, 1e6 Euro/km).
* the default value is 0
• QPcostScale – describes the absolute deviation of the minimum or maximum
cost value from the average or weighted average cost value. For further information
see Lopion et al. (2019): “Cost Uncertainties in Energy System Optimization Models: A Quadratic Programming Approach for Avoiding Penny Switching Effects”.
* the default value is 0, i.e. the problem is not quadratic.
• interestRate – interest rate which is considered for computing the annuities
of the invest of the component (depreciates the invests over the economic lifetime).
A value of 0.08 corresponds to an interest rate of 8%. * the default value is 0.08
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• economicLifetime – economic lifetime of the component which is considered
for computing the annuities of the invest of the component (aka depreciation time).
* the default value is 10
• technicalLifetime – technical lifetime of the component which is considered for computing the stocks. * the default value is None
• yearlyFullLoadHoursMin – if specified, indicates the maximum yearly full
load hours. * the default value is None
• yearlyFullLoadHoursMax – if specified, indicates the maximum yearly full
load hours. * the default value is None
• modelingClass
(a class inheriting from
ComponentModeling) – to the Component connected modeling class. *
the default value is ModelingClass
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Add the component to an EnergySystemModel instance (esM). If the respective component class is not
already in the esM, it is added as well.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance
representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
prepareTSAInput(rateFix, rateMax, rateName, rateWeight, weightDict, data)
Format the time series data of a component to fit the requirements of the time series aggregation package
and return a list of formatted data.
Parameters
• rateFix (Pandas DataFrame or None) – a fixed operation time series or
None
• rateMax (Pandas DataFrame of None) – a maximum operation time series or None
• rateName (string) – name of the time series (to ensure uniqueness if a component has multiple relevant time series)
• rateWeight (positive float (>=0)) – weight of the time series in the
clustering process
• weightDict (dict) – dictionary to which the weight is added
• data (list of Pandas DataFrames) – list to which the formatted data is
added
Returns data
Return type Pandas DataFrame
getTSAOutput(rate, rateName, data)
Return a reformatted time series data after applying time series aggregation, if the original time series
data is not None.
Parameters
• rate (Pandas DataFrame or None) – Full (unclustered) time series data
or None
• rateName (string) – name of the time series (to ensure uniqueness if a component has multiple relevant time series)
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• data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time series
data of all components in the energy system
Returns reformatted data or None
Return type Pandas DataFrame
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Sets the time series data of a component (either the full time series if hasTSA is false or the aggregated
time series if hasTSA is True).
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – indicates if time series aggregation should be considered for modeling
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Get all time series data of a component for time series aggregation.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Set aggregated time series data after applying time series aggregation.
Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – time series data
Inheritance diagram:

Component

ComponentModel class description:
class component.ComponentModel
The ComponentModel class provides the general methods used for modeling the components. Every model class
of the several component technologies inherits from the ComponentModel class. Within the ComponentModel
class, general valid sets, variables and constraints are declared.
declareDesignVarSet(pyM)
Declare set for capacity variables in the pyomo object for a modeling class.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareContinuousDesignVarSet(pyM)
Declare set for continuous number of installed components in the pyomo object for a modeling class.
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Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareDiscreteDesignVarSet(pyM)
Declare set for discrete number of installed components in the pyomo object for a modeling class.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareDesignDecisionVarSet(pyM)
Declare set for design decision variables in the pyomo object for a modeling class.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOpVarSet(esM, pyM)
Declare operation related sets (operation variables and mapping sets) in the pyomo object for a modeling
class.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOperationBinarySet(pyM)
Declare operation related sets for binary decicion variables (operation variables) in the pyomo object for
a modeling class. This reflects an on/off decision for the regarding component.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOpConstrSet1(pyM, constrSetName, rateMax, rateFix)
Declare set of locations and components for which hasCapacityVariable is set to True and neither the
maximum nor the fixed operation rate is given.
declareOpConstrSet2(pyM, constrSetName, rateFix)
Declare set of locations and components for which hasCapacityVariable is set to True and a fixed operation
rate is given.
declareOpConstrSet3(pyM, constrSetName, rateMax)
Declare set of locations and components for which hasCapacityVariable is set to True and a maximum
operation rate is given.
declareOpConstrSet4(pyM, constrSetName, rateFix)
Declare set of locations and components for which hasCapacityVariable is set to False and a fixed operation rate is given.
declareOpConstrSet5(pyM, constrSetName, rateMax)
Declare set of locations and components for which hasCapacityVariable is set to False and a maximum
operation rate is given.
declareOpConstrSetMinPartLoad(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which partLoadMin is not None.
declareOperationModeSets(pyM, constrSetName, rateMax, rateFix, partLoadMin=None)
Declare operating mode sets.
Parameters
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• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• constrSetName (string) – name of the constraint set.
• rateMax (string) – attribute of the considered component which stores the
maximum operation rate data.
• rateFix (string) – attribute of the considered component which stores the
fixed operation rate data.
declareYearlyFullLoadHoursMinSet(pyM)
Declare set of locations and components for which minimum yearly full load hours are given.
declareYearlyFullLoadHoursMaxSet(pyM)
Declare set of locations and components for which maximum yearly full load hours are given.
declareCapacityVars(pyM)
Declare capacity variables.
capMin𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤ capMax𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareRealNumbersVars(pyM)
Declare variables representing the (continuous) number of installed components [-].
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareIntNumbersVars(pyM)
Declare variables representing the (discrete/integer) number of installed components [-].
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareBinaryDesignDecisionVars(pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare binary variables [-] indicating if a component is considered at a location or not [-].
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOperationVars(pyM, opVarName)
Declare operation variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOperationBinaryVars(pyM, opVarBinName)
Declare operation Binary variables. Discrete decicion between on and off.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
capToNbReal(pyM)
Determine the components’ capacities from the number of installed units.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
= capPerUnit𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 · 𝑛𝑏𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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capToNbInt(pyM)
Determine the components’ capacities from the number of installed units.
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
= capPerUnit𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 · 𝑛𝑏𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
bigM(pyM)
Enforce the consideration of the binary design variables of a component.
M𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 · 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≥ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
capacityMinDec(pyM)
Enforce the consideration of minimum capacities for components with design decision variables.
capMin𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
· 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙𝑜𝑐
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
capacityFix(pyM)
Set, if applicable, the installed capacities of a component.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ) = capFix(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 )

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
designBinFix(pyM)
Set, if applicable, the installed capacities of a component.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ) = binFix(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 )

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
operationMode1(pyM, esM, constrName, constrSetName, opVarName, factorName=None, isStateOfCharge=False)
Define operation mode 1. The operation [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity in:
• [commodityUnit*h] (for storages) or in
• [commodityUnit] multiplied by the hours per time step (else).
An additional factor can limited the operation further.
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
≤ 𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 · opFactor𝑜𝑝𝑇 𝑦𝑝𝑒 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐

operationMode2(pyM,
esM,
constrName,
constrSetName,
opVarName,
opRateName=’processedOperationRateFix’, isStateOfCharge=False)
Define operation mode 2. The operation [commodityUnit*h] is equal to the installed capacity multiplied
with a time series in:
• [commodityUnit*h] (for storages) or in
• [commodityUnit] multiplied by the hours per time step (else).
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𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
≤ 𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 · opRateMax𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
· 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐

operationMode3(pyM,
esM,
constrName,
constrSetName,
opVarName,
opRateName=’processedOperationRateMax’, isStateOfCharge=False)
Define operation mode 3. The operation [commodityUnit*h] is limited by an installed capacity multiplied
with a time series in:
• [commodityUnit*h] (for storages) or in
• [commodityUnit] multiplied by the hours per time step (else).
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
= 𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 · opRateFix𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
· 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐

operationMode4(pyM,
esM,
constrName,
constrSetName,
opVarName,
Name=’processedOperationRateFix’)
Define operation mode 4. The operation [commodityUnit*h] is equal to a time series in.

opRate-

𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
= opRateFix𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

operationMode5(pyM,
esM,
constrName,
constrSetName,
opVarName,
Name=’processedOperationRateMax’)
Define operation mode 4. The operation [commodityUnit*h] is limited by a time series.

opRate-

𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
≤ opRateMax𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝𝑇
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

additionalMinPartLoad(pyM, esM, constrName, constrSetName, opVarName, opVarBinName,
capVarName)
Set, if applicable, the minimal part load of a component.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
yearlyFullLoadHoursMin(pyM, esM)
Limit the annual full load hours to a minimum value.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
yearlyFullLoadHoursMax(pyM, esM)
Limit the annual full load hours to a maximum value.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Declare sets of components and constraints in the componentModel class.
Parameters
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• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Declare variables of components in the componentModel class.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Declare constraints of components in the componentModel class.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if operation variables exist in the modeling class at a location which are connected to a commodity.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Abstract method which has to be implemented by subclasses (otherwise a NotImplementedError raises).
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get the share which the components of the modeling class have on a shared maximum potential at a
location.
getLocEconomicsTD(pyM, esM, factorNames, varName, loc, compName, getOptValue=False)
Set time-dependent equation specified for one component in one location or one connection between two
locations.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the components should be
modeled.
• factorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the time-dependent parameters that have to be multiplied within the equation. (e.g. [‘opexPerOperation’] to
multiply the operation variable with the costs for each operation).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘op’ for operation variable).
• loc (string) – String of the location or of the connection between two locations
(e.g. for transmission components) for which the equation should be set up.
• compName (string) – String of the component name for which the equation
should be set up.
Default arguments:
Parameters getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
• True: Return the optimal value.
• False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
getLocEconomicsTI(pyM, factorNames, varName, loc, compName, divisorName=”, QPfactorNames=[], QPdivisorNames=[], getOptValue=False)
Set time-independent equation specified for one component in one location.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• factorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have to
be multiplied within the equation. (e.g. [‘investPerCapacity’] to multiply the capacity variable with the investment per each capacity unit).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘cap’ for capacity variable).
• loc (string) – String of the location for which the equation should be set up.
• compName (string) – String of the component name for which the equation
should be set up.
Default arguments:
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Parameters
• divisorName (string) – String of the variable that is used as a divisor within
the equation (e.g. ‘CCF’). If the divisorName is an empty string, there is no division
within the equation. * the default value is ‘’.
• QPfactorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have
to be multiplied when quadratic programming is used. (e.g. [‘QPcostScale’])
• QPdivisorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have
to be used as divisors when quadratic programming is used. (e.g. [‘QPbound’])
• getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
– True: Return the optimal value.
– False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
getEconomicsTI(pyM, factorNames, varName, divisorName=”, QPfactorNames=[], QPdivisorNames=[], getOptValue=False)
Set time-independent equations for the individual components. The equations will be set for all components of a modeling class and all locations.
Required arguments
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• factorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have to
be multiplied within the equation. (e.g. [‘investPerCapacity’] to multiply the capacity variable with the investment per each capacity unit).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘cap’ for capacity variable).
• divisorName (string) – String of the variable that is used as a divisor within
the equation (e.g. ‘CCF’). If the divisorName is an empty string, there is no division
within the equation. * the default value is ‘’.
• QPfactorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have
to be multiplied when quadratic programming is used. (e.g. [‘QPcostScale’])
• QPdivisorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the parameters that have
to be used as divisors when quadratic programming is used. (e.g. [‘QPbound’])
• getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
– True: Return the optimal value.
– False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
getEconomicsTD(pyM, esM, factorNames, varName, dictName, getOptValue=False)
Set time-dependent equations for the individual components. The equations will be set for all components
of a modeling class and all locations as well as for each considered time step. In case of a two-dimensional
component (e.g. a transmission component), the equations will be set for all possible connections between
the defined locations.
Required arguments:
Parameters
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• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the components should be
modeled.
• factorNames (list of strings) – Strings of the time-dependent parameters that have to be multiplied within the equation. (e.g. [‘opexPerOperation’] to
multiply the operation variable with the costs for each operation).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘op’ for operation variable).
• dictName (string) – String of the variable set (e.g. ‘operationVarDict’)
Default arguments:
Parameters getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
• True: Return the optimal value.
• False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
getLocEconomicsTimeSeries(pyM, esM, factorName, varName, loc, compName, getOptValue=False)
Set time-dependent cost functions for the individual components. The equations will be set for all components of a modeling class and all locations as well as for each considered time step.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the components should be
modeled.
• factorName – String of the time-dependent parameter that have to be multiplied
within the equation. (e.g. ‘commodityCostTimeSeries’ to multiply the operation
variable with the costs for each operation).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘op’ for operation variable).
• dictName (string) – String of the variable set (e.g. ‘operationVarDict’)
• loc (string) – String of the location for which the equation should be set up.
• compName (string) – String of the component name for which the equation
should be set up.
Default arguments:
Parameters getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
• True: Return the optimal value.
• False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
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getEconomicsTimeSeries(pyM, esM, factorName, varName, dictName, getOptValue=False)
Adds time-dependent cost functions for the individual components. The equations will be set for all
components of a modeling class and all locations as well as for all considered time steps.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the components should be
modeled.
• factorName – String of the time-dependent parameter that have to be multiplied
within the equation. (e.g. ‘commodityCostTimeSeries’ to multiply the operation
variable with the costs for each operation).
• varName (string) – String of the variable that has to be multiplied within the
equation (e.g. ‘op’ for operation variable).
• dictName (string) – String of the variable set (e.g. ‘operationVarDict’)
Default arguments:
Parameters getOptValue – Boolean that defines the output of the function:
• True: Return the optimal value.
• False: Return the equation.
* the default value is False.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM, indexColumns, plantUnit, unitApp=”)
Set the optimal values for the considered components and return a summary of them. The function is
called after optimization was successful and an optimal solution was found. Each sub class of the component class calls this function for setting the common optimal values, e.g. investment and maintenance
costs proportional to optimal capacity expansion.
Required arguments
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the components are modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• indexColumns (set) – set of strings with the columns indices of the summary.
The indices represent the locations or connections between the locations are used
to call the optimal values of the variables of the components in the model class.
• plantUnit (string) – attribute of the component that describes the unit of the
plants to which maximum capacity limitations, cost parameters and the operation
time series refer to. Depending on the considered component, possible inputs are
“commodityUnit” (e.g. for transmission components) or “physicalUnit” (e.g. for
conversion components).
Default arguments
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Parameters unitApp (string) – string which appends the capacity unit in the optimization summary. For example, for the StorageModel class, the parameter is set to ‘*h’. *
the default value is ‘’.
Returns summary of the optimized values.
Return type pandas DataFrame
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name (string) – name of the variables of which the optimal values should
be returned:
• ’capacityVariablesOptimum’,
• ’isBuiltVariablesOptimum’,
• ’operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

Basic component and component modeling classes
Source and Sink classes
Sources and sink transfer commodities into and out of the energy system.
Source class description:
class sourceSink.Source(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, commodityLimitID=None, yearlyLimit=None,
locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0,
opexPerOperation=0, commodityCost=0, commodityRevenue=0, commodityCostTimeSeries=None, commodityRevenueTimeSeries=None, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None,
yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None, balanceLimitID=None)
A Source component can transfer a commodity over the energy system boundary into the system.
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__init__(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False,
bigM=None,
operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, commodityLimitID=None,
yearlyLimit=None, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None,
partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0,
commodityCost=0, commodityRevenue=0, commodityCostTimeSeries=None, commodityRevenueTimeSeries=None, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0,
interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None, balanceLimitID=None)
Constructor for creating an Source class instance. The Source component specific input arguments are
described below. The general component input arguments are described in the Component class.
Note: The Sink class inherits from the Source class and is initialized with the same parameter set.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• commodity (string) – to the component related commodity.
• hasCapacityVariable (boolean) – specifies if the component should be
modeled with a capacity or not. Examples:
– A wind turbine has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable is
True.
– Emitting CO2 into the environment is not per se limited by a capacity -> hasCapaityVariable is False.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• operationRateMax
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to
match the in the energy system model specified time
steps. The column indices have to equal the in the
energy system model specified locations. The data in
ineligible locations are set to zero.) – if specified, indicates a
maximum operation rate for each location and each time step by a positive float.
If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit for each time step. * the default value is None
• operationRateFix
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to
match the in the energy system model specified time
steps. The column indices have to equal the in the
energy system model specified locations. The data in
ineligible locations are set to zero.) – if specified, indicates
a fixed operation rate for each location and each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit for each time step. * the default value is None
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• commodityCostTimeSeries
(None or Pandas DataFrame
with positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have
to match the in the energy system model specified time
steps. The column indices have to equal the in the
energy system model specified locations. The data in
ineligible locations are set to zero.) – if specified, indicates
commodity cost rates for each location and each time step by a positive float. The
values are given as specific values relative to the commodityUnit for each time
step. * the default value is None
• commodityRevenueTimeSeries
(None or Pandas DataFrame
with positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to
match the in the energy system model specified time
steps. The column indices have to equal the in the
energy system model specified locations. The data in
ineligible locations are set to zero.) – if specified, indicates
commodity revenue rate for each location and each time step by a positive float.
The values are given as specific values relative to the commodityUnit for each
time step. * the default value is None
• tsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with which the time series of the component should be considered when applying time series aggregation.
* the default value is 1
• commodityLimitID (string) – can be specified to limit an annual commodity import/export over the energySystemModel’s boundaries for one or multiple
Source/Sink components. If the same ID is used in multiple components, the sum
of all imports and exports is considered. If a commoditiyLimitID is specified, the
yearlyLimit parameters has to be set as well. * the default value is None
• yearlyLimit (float) – if specified, indicates a yearly import/export commodity limit for all components with the same commodityLimitID. If positive, the commodity flow leaving the energySystemModel is limited. If negative, the commodity
flow entering the energySystemModel is limited. If a yearlyLimit is specified, the
commoditiyLimitID parameters has to be set as well. Examples:
– CO2 can be emitted in power plants by burning natural gas or coal. The CO2
which goes into the atmosphere over the energy system’s boundaries is modelled as a Sink. CO2 can also be a Source taken directly from the atmosphere
(over the energy system’s boundaries) for a methanation process. The commodityUnit for CO2 is tonnes_CO2. Overall, +XY tonnes_CO2 are allowed
to be emitted during the year. All Sources/Sinks producing or consuming CO2
over the energy system’s boundaries have the same commodityLimitID and the
same yearlyLimit of +XY.
– The maximum annual import of a certain chemical (commodityUnit
tonnes_chem) is limited to XY tonnes_chem. The Source component modeling this import has a commodityLimitID “chemicalComponentLimitID” and
a yearlyLimit of -XY.
* the default value is None
• opexPerOperation (positive (>=0) float or Pandas Series
with positive (>=0) values. The indices of the series
have to equal the in the energy system model specified
locations.) – describes the cost for one unit of the operation. The cost which is
directly proportional to the operation of the component is obtained by multiplying
the opexPerOperation parameter with the annual sum of the operational time
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series of the components. The opexPerOperation can either be given as a float or a
Pandas Series with location specific values. The cost unit in which the parameter
is given has to match the one specified in the energy system model (e.g. Euro,
Dollar, 1e6 Euro). * the default value is 0
• commodityCost
(positive (>=0) float or Pandas Series
with positive (>=0) values. The indices of the series
have to equal the in the energy system model specified
locations.) – describes the cost value of one operation´s unit of the component. The cost which is directly proportional to the operation of the component
is obtained by multiplying the commodityCost parameter with the annual sum of
the time series of the components. The commodityCost can either be given as a
float or a Pandas Series with location specific values. The cost unit in which the
parameter is given has to match the one specified in the energy system model (e.g.
Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). Example:
– In a national energy system, natural gas could be purchased from another country with a certain cost.
* the default value is 0
• commodityRevenue (positive (>=0) float or Pandas Series
with positive (>=0) values. The indices of the series
have to equal the in the energy system model specified
locations.) – describes the revenue of one operation´s unit of the component.
The revenue which is directly proportional to the operation of the component is
obtained by multiplying the commodityRevenue parameter with the annual sum of
the time series of the components. The commodityRevenue can either be given as
a float or a Pandas Series with location specific values. The cost unit in which the
parameter is given has to match the one specified in the energy system model (e.g.
Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). Example:
– Modeling a PV electricity feed-in tariff for a household
* the default value is 0
• balanceLimitID (string) – ID for the respective balance limit (out of the
balance limits introduced in the esM). Should be specified if the respective component of the SourceSinkModel is supposed to be included in the balance analysis. If
the commodity is transported out of the region, it is counted as a negative, if it is
imported into the region it is considered positive. * the default value is None
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a source component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate, fixed operation rate and cost or revenue time series
depending on whether a time series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Function for getting the required data if a time series aggregation is requested.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Function for determining the aggregated maximum rate and the aggregated fixed operation rate.
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Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time
series data of the source component
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Source

Sink class description:
class sourceSink.Sink(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None,
tsaWeight=1, commodityLimitID=None, yearlyLimit=None, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None,
sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0,
commodityCost=0, commodityRevenue=0, commodityCostTimeSeries=None,
commodityRevenueTimeSeries=None, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0,
QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, balanceLimitID=None)
A Sink component can transfer a commodity over the energy system boundary out of the system.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False,
bigM=None,
operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, commodityLimitID=None,
yearlyLimit=None, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None,
partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0,
commodityCost=0, commodityRevenue=0, commodityCostTimeSeries=None, commodityRevenueTimeSeries=None, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, balanceLimitID=None)
Constructor for creating an Sink class instance.
The Sink class inherits from the Source class. They coincide with the input parameters (see Source class
for the parameter description) and differ in the sign parameter, which is equal to -1 for Sink objects and
+1 for Source objects.
Inheritance diagram:
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Component

Source

Sink

ComponentModel class description:
class sourceSink.SourceSinkModel
A SourceSinkModel class instance will be instantly created if a Source class instance or a Sink class instance is
initialized. It is used for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the Source/Sink
class instance. These declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model.
The SourceSinkModel class inherits from the ComponentModel class.
declareYearlyCommodityLimitationDict(pyM)
Declare source/sink components with linked commodity limits and check if the linked components have
the same yearly upper limit.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries: design variable sets, operation variable set, operation mode sets and linked
commodity limitation dictionary.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
yearlyLimitationConstraint(pyM, esM)
Limit annual commodity imports/exports over the energySystemModel’s boundaries for one or multiple
Source/Sink components.
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Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if operation variables exist in the modeling class at a location which are connected to a commodity.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getBalanceLimitContribution(esM, pyM, ID, timeSeriesAggregation, loc=None)
Get contribution to balanceLimitConstraint (Further read in EnergySystemModel). Sum of the operation
time series of a SourceSink component is used as the balanceLimit contribution:
• If component is a Source it contributes with a positive sign to the limit. Example: Electricity
Purchase
• A Sink contributes with a negative sign. Example: Sale of electricity
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pym (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• ID – ID of the regarded balanceLimitConstraint
• ID – string
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• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
= −𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡 Sink
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
= 𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡 Source
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
param esM EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the
component should be modeled.
type esM esM - EnergySystemModel class instance
param pym pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the mathematical formulation of the
model.
type pym pyomo ConcreteModel
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pym (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
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Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

SourceSinkModel

Conversion class
Conversion components convert commodities into each other.
Conversion class description:
class conversion.Conversion(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, hasCapacityVariable=True, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, linkedConversionCapacityID=None, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None)
A Conversion component converts commodities into each other.
__init__(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, hasCapacityVariable=True,
capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, linkedConversionCapacityID=None, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, operationRateMax=None,
operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None,
capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0,
interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMin=None, yearlyFullLoadHoursMax=None)
Constructor for creating an Conversion class instance. Capacities are given in the physical unit of the
plants. The Conversion component specific input arguments are described below. The general component
input arguments are described in the Component class.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• physicalUnit (string) – reference physical unit of the plants to which maximum capacity limitations, cost parameters and the operation time series refer to.
• commodityConversionFactors
(dictionary, assigns
commodities (string) to a conversion factors (float,
pandas.Series or pandas.DataFrame)) – conversion factors with
which commodities are converted into each other with one unit of operation
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(dictionary). Each commodity which is converted in this component is indicated
by a string in this dictionary. The conversion factor related to this commodity is
given as a float (constant), pandas.Series or pandas.DataFrame (time-variable).
A negative value indicates that the commodity is consumed. A positive value
indicates that the commodity is produced. Check unit consistency when specifying
this parameter! Examples:
– An electrolyzer converts, simply put, electricity into hydrogen with an electrical efficiency
of 70%. The physicalUnit is given as GW_electric, the unit for the ‘electricity’ commodity is given in GW_electric and the ‘hydrogen’ commodity
is given in GW_hydrogen_lowerHeatingValue -> the commodityConversionFactors are defined as {‘electricity’:-1,’hydrogen’:0.7}.
– A fuel cell converts, simply put, hydrogen into electricity with an efficiency of 60%.
The physicalUnit is given as GW_electric, the unit for the ‘electricity’
commodity is given in GW_electric and the ‘hydrogen’ commodity is given
in GW_hydrogen_lowerHeatingValue -> the commodityConversionFactors
are defined as {‘electricity’:1,’hydrogen’:-1/0.6}.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• linkedConversionCapacityID (string) – if specifies, indicates that all
conversion components with the same ID have to have the same capacity. * the
default value is None
• operationRateMax
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a
maximum operation rate for each location and each time step by a positive float.
If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the physicalUnit of the plant for each time step. * the default value is None
• operationRateFix
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a
fixed operation rate for each location and each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the physicalUnit of the plant for each time step. * the default value is None
• tsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with which the time series of the component should be considered when applying time series aggregation.
* the default value is 1
• opexPerOperation (positive (>=0) float or Pandas Series
with positive (>=0) values. The indices of the series
have to equal the in the energy system model specified
locations.) – describes the cost for one unit of the operation. The cost which is
directly proportional to the operation of the component is obtained by multiplying
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the opexPerOperation parameter with the annual sum of the operational time
series of the components. The opexPerOperation can either be given as a float or a
Pandas Series with location specific values. The cost unit in which the parameter
is given has to match the one specified in the energy system model (e.g. Euro,
Dollar, 1e6 Euro). * the default value is 0
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a conversion component to the given energy system model
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate and fixed operation rate depending on whether a time
series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Function for getting the required data if a time series aggregation is requested.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Function for determining the aggregated maximum rate and the aggregated fixed operation rate.
Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time
series data of the conversion component
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Conversion

ConversionModel class description:
class conversion.ConversionModel
A ConversionModel class instance will be instantly created if a Conversion class instance is initialized. It is used
for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the Conversion class instance. These
declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The ConversionModel
class inherits from the ComponentModel class.
declareLinkedCapacityDict(pyM)
Declare conversion components with linked capacities and check if the linked components have the same
locational eligibility.
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Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries: design variable sets, operation variable set, operation mode sets and linked
components dictionary.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
linkedCapacity(pyM)
Ensure that all Conversion components with the same linkedConversionCapacityID have the same capacity
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if operation variables exist in the modeling class at a location which are connected to a commodity.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
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• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
= conversionFactor𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚 · 𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel
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Transmission class
Transmission components transmit commodities between locations.
Transmission class description:
class transmission.Transmission(esM, name, commodity, losses=0, distances=None, hasCapacityVariable=True,
capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’,
capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False,
bigM=None,
operationRateMax=None,
operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None,
sharedPotentialID=None,
linkedQuantityID=None,
capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0,
investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0,
opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, balanceLimitID=None)
A Transmission component can transmit a commodity between locations of the energy system.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, losses=0, distances=None, hasCapacityVariable=True, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False,
bigM=None, operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None,
sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None,
investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, balanceLimitID=None)
Constructor for creating an Transmission class instance. The Transmission component specific input
arguments are described below. The general component input arguments are described in the Component
class.
Required arguments:
Parameters commodity (string) – to the component related commodity.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• losses
(positive float (0 <= float <= 1) or Pandas
DataFrame with positive values (0 <= float <= 1) The
row and column indices of the DataFrame have to equal
the in the energy system model specified locations.) –
relative losses per lengthUnit (lengthUnit as specified in the energy system model)
in percentage of the commodity flow. This loss factor can capture simple linear
losses
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛,𝑖𝑗 = (1 − losses · distances) · 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖𝑗
(with trans being the commodity flow at a certain point in time and i and j being
locations in the energy system). The losses can either be given as a float or a Pandas
DataFrame with location specific values. * the default value is 0
• distances
(positive float (>= 0) or Pandas DataFrame
with positive values (>= 0) The row and column indices
of the DataFrame have to equal the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – distances between loca-
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tions given in the lengthUnit (lengthUnit as specified in the energy system model).
* the default value is None
• operationRateMax
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices are combinations of locations (as
defined in the energy system model), separated by
a underscore (e.g. "location1_location2") The first
location indicates where the commodity is coming from.
The second location indicates where the commodity is
going too. If a flow is specified from location i to
location j, it also has to be specified from j to i.) –
if specified, indicates a maximum operation rate for all possible connections (both
directions) of the transmission component at each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the transmitted commodity (before considering
losses) during one time step. * the default value is None
• operationRateFix
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices are combinations of locations (as
defined in the energy system model), separated by
a underscore (e.g. "location1_location2") The first
location indicates where the commodity is coming from.
The second one location indicates where the commodity
is going too. If a flow is specified from location i
to location j, it also has to be specified from j to
i.) – if specified, indicates a fixed operation rate for all possible connections (both
directions) of the transmission component at each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the transmitted commodity (before considering
losses) during one time step. * the default value is None
• tsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with which the time series of the component should be considered when applying time series aggregation.
* the default value is 1
• opexPerOperation
(positive (>=0) float or Pandas
DataFrame with positive (>=0) values. The row and
column indices of the DataFrame have to equal the in
the energy system model specified locations.) – describes
the cost for one unit of the operation. The cost which is directly proportional to
the operation of the component is obtained by multiplying the opexPerOperation
parameter with the annual sum of the operational time series of the components.
The opexPerOperation can either be given as a float or a Pandas DataFrame with
location specific values. The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match
the one specified in the energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). The
value has to match the unit costUnit/operationUnit (e.g. Euro/kWh, Dollar/kWh).
* the default value is 0
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• balanceLimitID (string) – ID for the respective balance limit (out of the
balance limits introduced in the esM). Should be specified if the respective component of the TransmissionModel is supposed to be included in the balance analysis.
If the commodity is transported out of the region, it is counted as a negative, if it is
imported into the region it is considered positive. * the default value is None
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a transmission component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate and fixed operation rate depending on whether a time
series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Function for getting the required data if a time series aggregation is requested.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Function for determining the aggregated maximum rate and the aggregated fixed operation rate.
Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time
series data of the conversion component
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Transmission

TransmissionModel class description:
class transmission.TransmissionModel
A TransmissionModel class instance will be instantly created if a Transmission class instance is initialized.
It is used for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the Transmission class
instance. These declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The
TransmissionModel class inherits from the ComponentModel class.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets: design variable sets, operation variable set and operation mode sets.
Parameters
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
symmetricalCapacity(pyM)
Ensure that the capacity between location_1 and location_2 is the same as the one between location_2
and location_1.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ) = 𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐1 )

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
operationMode1_2dim(pyM, esM, constrName, constrSetName, opVarName)
Declare the constraint that the operation [commodityUnit*hour] is limited by the installed capacity [commodityUnit] multiplied by the hours per time step. Since the flow should either go in one direction or the
other, the limitation can be enforced on the sum of the forward and backward flow over the line. This
leads to one of the flow variables being set to zero if a basic solution is obtained during optimization.
𝑜𝑝
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
· cap𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
(𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ),𝑝,𝑡 + 𝑜𝑝(𝑙𝑜𝑐2 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐1 ),𝑝,𝑡 ≤ 𝜏
(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if the commodity´s transfer between a given location and the other locations of the energy system
model is eligible.
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Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
∑︁
(︀
)︀
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
=
1 − 𝜂(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) · 𝐼(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) · 𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 ),𝑝,𝑡
(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 )∈ ℒ𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠 :𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 =𝑙𝑜𝑐

∑︁

−

(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 )∈ ℒ

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑝
(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛 ,𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 ),𝑝,𝑡
:𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 =𝑙𝑜𝑐

getBalanceLimitContribution(esM, pyM, ID, loc, timeSeriesAggregation)
Get contribution to balanceLimitConstraint (Further read in EnergySystemModel). Sum of the operation
time series of a Transmission component is used as the balanceLimit contribution:
• If commodity is transferred out of region a negative sign is used.
• If commodity is transferred into region a positive sign is used and losses are considered.
Sum of the operation time series of a Transmission component is used as the balanceLimit contribution:
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pym (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• ID – ID of the regarded balanceLimitConstraint
• ID – string
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
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• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ‘capacityVariables’,
• ‘isBuiltVariables’,
• ‘operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ‘all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

TransmissionModel

Storage class
Storage components store commodities and thus transfer commodities between time steps.
Storage class description:
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class storage.Storage(esM, name, commodity, chargeRate=1, dischargeRate=1, chargeEfficiency=1, dischargeEfficiency=1, selfDischarge=0, cyclicLifetime=None, stateOfChargeMin=0, stateOfChargeMax=1, hasCapacityVariable=True, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, doPreciseTsaModeling=False, chargeOpRateMax=None, chargeOpRateFix=None, chargeTsaWeight=1, dischargeOpRateMax=None, dischargeOpRateFix=None, dischargeTsaWeight=1, isPeriodicalStorage=False, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerChargeOperation=0, opexPerDischargeOperation=0,
opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10,
technicalLifetime=None, socOffsetDown=-1, socOffsetUp=-1)
A Storage component can store a commodity and thus transfers it between time steps.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, chargeRate=1, dischargeRate=1, chargeEfficiency=1, dischargeEfficiency=1, selfDischarge=0, cyclicLifetime=None, stateOfChargeMin=0, stateOfChargeMax=1, hasCapacityVariable=True, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, doPreciseTsaModeling=False, chargeOpRateMax=None, chargeOpRateFix=None, chargeTsaWeight=1,
dischargeOpRateMax=None, dischargeOpRateFix=None, dischargeTsaWeight=1, isPeriodicalStorage=False, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, linkedQuantityID=None,
capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerChargeOperation=0, opexPerDischargeOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0,
interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None, socOffsetDown=-1,
socOffsetUp=-1)
Constructor for creating an Storage class instance. The Storage component specific input arguments are
described below. The general component input arguments are described in the Component class.
Required arguments:
Parameters commodity (string) – to the component related commodity.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• chargeRate (0 <= float <=1) – ratio of the maximum storage inflow (in
commodityUnit/hour) to the storage capacity (in commodityUnit). Example:
– A hydrogen salt cavern which can store 133 GWh_H2_LHV can be charged
0.45 GWh_H2_LHV during one hour. The chargeRate thus equals 0.45/133
1/h.
* the default value is 1
• dischargeRate (0 <= float <=1) – ratio of the maximum storage outflow
(in commodityUnit/hour) to the storage capacity (in commodityUnit). Example:
– A hydrogen salt cavern which can store 133 GWh_H2_LHV can be discharged 0.45 GWh_H2_LHV during one hour. The dischargeRate thus equals
0.45/133.
* the default value is 1
• chargeEfficiency (0 <= float <=1) – defines the efficiency with which
the storage can be charged (equals the percentage of the injected commodity that
is transformed into stored commodity). Enter 0.98 for 98% etc. * the default value
is 1
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• dischargeEfficiency (0 <= float <=1) – defines the efficiency with
which the storage can be discharged (equals the percentage of the withdrawn commodity that is transformed into stored commodity). Enter 0.98 for 98% etc. * the
default value is 1
• selfDischarge (0 <= float <=1) – percentage of self-discharge from the
storage during one hour * the default value is 0
• cyclicLifetime (None or positive float) – if specified, the total
number of full cycle equivalents that are supported by the technology. * the default value is None
• stateOfChargeMin (0 <= float <=1) – threshold (percentage) that the
state of charge can not drop under * the default value is 0
• stateOfChargeMax (0 <= float <=1) – threshold (percentage) that the
state of charge can not exceed * the default value is 1
• doPreciseTsaModeling (boolean) – determines whether the state of
charge is limited precisely (True) or with a simplified method (False). The error is
small if the selfDischarge is small. * the default value is False
• chargeOpRateMax (None or Pandas DataFrame with positive
(>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match the
in the energy system model specified time steps. The
column indices have to match the in the energy system
model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a maximum
charging rate for each location and each time step by a positive float. If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the charged commodity (before multiplying
the charging efficiency) during one time step. * the default value is None
• chargeOpRateFix (None or Pandas DataFrame with positive
(>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match the
in the energy system model specified time steps. The
column indices have to match the in the energy system
model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a fixed charging
rate for each location and each time step by a positive float. If hasCapacityVariable
is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed capacities (i.e. a value
of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If hasCapacityVariable is set
to False, the values are given as absolute values in form of the commodityUnit,
referring to the charged commodity (before multiplying the charging efficiency)
during one time step. * the default value is None
• chargeTsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with which the
chargeOpRate (max/fix) time series of the component should be considered when
applying time series aggregation. * the default value is 1
• dischargeOpRateMax
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a
maximum discharging rate for each location and each time step by a positive float.
If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
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hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the discharged commodity (after multiplying
the discharging efficiency) during one time step. * the default value is None
• dischargeOpRateFix
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a fixed
discharging rate for each location and each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the charged commodity (after multiplying the
discharging efficiency) during one time step. * the default value is None
• dischargeTsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with which
the dischargeOpRate (max/fix) time series of the component should be considered
when applying time series aggregation. * the default value is 1
• isPeriodicalStorage (boolean) – indicates if the state of charge of the
storage has to be at the same value after the end of each period. This is especially
relevant when using daily periods where short term storage can be restrained to
daily cycles. Benefits the run time of the model. * the default value is False
• opexPerChargeOperation (positive (>=0) float or Pandas
Series with positive (>=0) values. The indices of the
series have to equal the in the energy system model
specified locations.) – describes the cost for one unit of the charge
operation. The cost which is directly proportional to the charge operation of the
component is obtained by multiplying the opexPerChargeOperation parameter
with the annual sum of the operational time series of the components. The
opexPerChargeOperation can either be given as a float or a Pandas Series with
location specific values. The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to match
the one specified in the energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro). * the
default value is 0
• opexPerDischargeOperation
(positive (>=0) float or
Pandas Series with positive (>=0) values. The indices
of the series have to equal the in the energy system
model specified locations.) – describes the cost for one unit of the
discharge operation. The cost which is directly proportional to the discharge operation of the component is obtained by multiplying the opexPerDischargeOperation
parameter with the annual sum of the operational time series of the components.
The opexPerDischargeOperation can either be given as a float or a Pandas Series
with location specific values. The cost unit in which the parameter is given has to
match the one specified in the energy system model (e.g. Euro, Dollar, 1e6 Euro).
* the default value is 0
• socOffsetDown (float) – determines whether the state of charge at the
end of a period p has to be equal to the one at the beginning of a period p+1
(socOffsetDown=-1) or if it can be smaller at the beginning of p+1 (socOffsetDown>=0). In the latter case, the product of the parameter socOffsetDown and the
actual soc offset is used as a penalty factor in the objective function. * the default
value is -1
• socOffsetUp (float) – determines whether the state of charge at the end of a
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period p has to be equal to the one at the beginning of a period p+1 (socOffsetUp=1) or if it can be larger at the beginning of p+1 (socOffsetUp>=0). In the latter
case, the product of the parameter socOffsetUp and the actual soc offset is used as
a penalty factor in the objective function. * the default value is -1
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a storage component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – energy system model
to which the storage component should be added.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate and fixed operation rate for charging and discharging
depending on whether a time series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Function for getting the required data if a time series aggregation is requested.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Function for determining the aggregated maximum rate and the aggregated fixed operation rate for charging and discharging.
Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time
series data of the source component
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Storage

StorageModel class description:
class storage.StorageModel
A StorageModel class instance will be instantly created if a Storage class instance is initialized. It is used
for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the Storage class instance. These
declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The StorageModel
class inherits from the ComponentModel class.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets: design variable sets, operation variable set, operation mode sets.
Parameters
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
connectSOCs(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint for connecting the state of charge with the charge and discharge operation: the
change in the state of charge between two points in time has to match the values of charging and discharging (considering the efficiencies of these processes) within the time step in between minus the selfdischarge of the storage.
)︂
(︂
)︀ 𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 (︀
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 −𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
ℎ
+ 𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝜂
− 𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
/𝜂
=0
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡+1 − 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡 1 − 𝜂
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
cyclicState(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint for connecting the states of charge: the state of charge at the beginning of a period
has to be the same as the state of charge in the end of that period.
with full temporal resolution
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,0,0
= 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,0,𝑡
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

with time series aggregation:
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,0
= 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
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cyclicLifetime(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint for limiting the number of full cycle equivalents to stay below cyclic lifetime.
(︀
)︀
𝑡comp,cyclic lifetime
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
≤
SoC
−
SoC
·
𝑐𝑎𝑝
·
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙
𝑙𝑜𝑐
comp,economic lifetime
𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑐
with
𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
=
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙

∑︁

𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
· 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑝)/𝜏 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

(𝑝,𝑡)∈𝒫×𝒯

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
connectInterPeriodSOC(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge at the end of each period has to be equivalent to the state
of charge of the period before it (minus its self discharge) plus the change in the state of charge which
happened during the typical period which was assigned to that period.
(︀
)︀ 𝑡per periodℎ·𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑝),𝑡
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝+1
− 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
· 1 − 𝜂 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 −𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
per period = 0
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
intraSOCstart(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the (virtual) state of charge at the beginning of a typical period is zero.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,0
=0

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
equalInterSOC(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that, if periodic storage is selected, the states of charge between periods have the
same value.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑝+1

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
minSOC(pyM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] has to be larger than the installed
capacity [commodityUnit*h] multiplied with the relative minimum state of charge.
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑛 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,0,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐

Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
limitSOCwithSimpleTsa(pyM, esM)
Simplified version of the state of charge limitation control. The error compared to the precise version is
small in cases of small selfDischarge.
≥ SoC𝑚𝑖𝑛 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑠𝑢𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑆𝑜𝐶 𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

≤ SoC𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐

with
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑠𝑢𝑝
= 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
· (1 − 𝜂 self-discharge )
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑆𝑜𝐶 𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡

𝑡per period ·𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
ℎ

𝑚𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑝)

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
+ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑝)

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
operationModeSOC(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,0,𝑡
≤ SoC𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
operationModeSOCwithTSA(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity #
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
· (1 − 𝜂 self-discharge )

𝑡·𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
ℎ

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
+ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑝),𝑡
≤ SoC𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑐

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
minSOCwithTSAprecise(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] at each time step cannot be smaller than
the installed capacity [commodityUnit*h] multiplied with the relative minimum state of charge [-].
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
SoC𝑚𝑖𝑛 · 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
≤ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝
· (1 − 𝜂 self-discharge )
𝑙𝑜𝑐

𝑡·𝜏 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
ℎ

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
+ 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑝),𝑡

Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if operation variables exist in the modeling class at a location which are connected to a commodity.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
C𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚
= 𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
− 𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝,𝑡
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’chargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’dischargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’stateOfChargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

StorageModel

Extended subclasses
ConversionPartLoad class
ConversionPartLoad components are Conversion components that are additionally able to capture part-load behaviour.
For that, the module is using piecewise linear functions and special ordered sets (SOS) constraints.
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ConversionPartLoad class description:
class conversionPartLoad.ConversionPartLoad(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, commodityConversionFactorsPartLoad, nSegments=None, **kwargs)
A ConversionPartLoad component maps the (nonlinear) part-load behavior of a Conversion component. It uses
the open source module PWLF to generate piecewise linear functions upon a continuous function or discrete
data points. The formulation of the optimization is done by using special ordered sets (SOS) constraints. When
using ConversionPartLoad it is recommended to check the piecewise linearization visually to verify that the
accuracy meets the desired requirements. The ConversionPartLoad class inherits from the Conversion class.
__init__(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, commodityConversionFactorsPartLoad, nSegments=None, **kwargs)
Constructor for creating an ConversionPartLoad class instance. Capacities are given in the physical unit
of the plants. The ConversionPartLoad component specific input arguments are described below. Other
specific input arguments are described in the Conversion class and the general component input arguments
are described in the Component class.
Required arguments:
Parameters commodityConversionFactorsPartLoad
(Lambda function
or Pandas DataFrame with two columns for the x-axis and
the y-axis.) – Function or data set describing (nonlinear) part load behavior.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• nSegments (None or integer or string) – Number of line segments
used for piecewise linearization and generation of point variable (nSegment+1)
and segment (nSegment) variable sets. By default, the nSegments is None. For this
case, the number of line segments is set to 5. The user can set nSegments by choosing an integer (>=0). It is recommended to choose values between 3 and 7 since the
computational cost rises dramatically with increasing nSegments. When specifying nSegements=’optimizeSegmentNumbers’, an optimal number of line segments
is automatically chosen by a bayesian optimization algorithm. * the default value
is None
• **kwargs – All other keyword arguments of the conversion class can be defined
as well.
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a ConversionPartLoad component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
Inheritance diagram:

Component
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ConversionPartLoadModel class description:
class conversionPartLoad.ConversionPartLoadModel
A ConversionPartLoad class instance will be instantly created if a ConversionPartLoad class instance is initialized. It is used for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the Conversion class
instance. These declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The
ConversionPartLoad class inherits from the ConversionModel class.
initDiscretizationPointVarSet(pyM)
Declare discretization variable set of type 1 in the pyomo object for for each node. Type 1 represents
every start, end, and intermediate point in the piecewise linear function.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
initDiscretizationSegmentVarSet(pyM)
Declare discretization variable set of type 2 in the pyomo object for for each node. Type 2 represents
every segment in the piecewise linear function.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries: design variable sets, operation variable sets, operation mode sets and linked
components dictionary.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareDiscretizationPointVariables(pyM)
Declare discretization point variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareDiscretizationSegmentBinVariables(pyM)
Declare discretization segment variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareDiscretizationSegmentConVariables(pyM)
Declare discretization segment variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
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• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
segmentSOS1(pyM)
Ensure that the binary segment variables are in sum equal to 1. Enforce that only one binary is set to 1,
while all other are fixed 0.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
segmentBigM(pyM)
Ensure that the continuous segment variables are zero if the respective binary variable is zero and unlimited otherwise.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
segmentCapacityConstraint(pyM, esM)
Ensure that the continuous segment variables are in sum equal to the installed capacity of the component.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
pointCapacityConstraint(pyM, esM)
Ensure that the continuous point variables are in sum equal to the installed capacity of the component.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOpConstrSetMinPartLoad(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which partLoadMin is not None.
pointSOS2(pyM)
Ensure that only two consecutive point variables are non-zero while all other point variables are fixed to
zero.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
partLoadOperationOutput(pyM)
Set the required input of a conversion process dependent on the part load efficency.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if the commodity´s transfer between a given location and the other locations of the energy system
model is eligible.
Parameters
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel in which the LinearOptimalPowerFlow components have been added to.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel
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ConversionDynamic class
Extension of the conversion class with a more specific dynamic behavior. It includes ramping constraints, as well as
minimum up-time or down-time constraints of the conversion component.
ConversionDynamic class description:
class conversionDynamic.ConversionDynamic(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, downTimeMin=None, upTimeMin=None, rampUpMax=None, rampDownMax=None, **kwargs)
Extension of the conversion class with more specific ramping behavior
__init__(esM, name, physicalUnit, commodityConversionFactors, downTimeMin=None, upTimeMin=None, rampUpMax=None, rampDownMax=None, **kwargs)
Constructor for creating a ConversionDynamic class instance. The ConversionDynamic component specific input arguments are described below. The Conversion specific input arguments are described in the
Conversion class and the general component input arguments are described in the Component class.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• downTimeMin
(None or integer value in range ]0,
numberOfTimeSteps]) – if specified, indicates minimal down time of
the component [number of time steps]. * the default value is None
• upTimeMin – if specified, indicates minimal up time of the component [number
of time steps]. * the default value is None
:type upTimeMin:None or integer value in range ]0,numberOfTimeSteps]
Parameters
• rampUpMax (None or float value in range ]0.0,1.0]) – A
maximum ramping rate to limit the increase in the operation of the component as
share of the installed capacity. * the default value is None
• rampDownMax (None or float value in range ]0.0,1.0]) – A
maximum ramping rate to limit the decrease in the operation of the component
as share of the installed capacity. * the default value is None
• **kwargs – All other keyword arguments of the conversion class can be defined
as well.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate and fixed operation rate depending on whether a time
series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
Inheritance diagram:
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Component

Conversion

ConversionDynamic

ConversionDynamicModel class description:
class conversionDynamic.ConversionDynamicModel
A ConversionDynamicModel class instance will be instantly created if a ConversionDynamic class instance is
initialized. It is used for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the ConversionDynamic class instance. These declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy
system model. The ConversionDynamicModel class inherits from the ConversionModel class.
declareOperationStartStopBinarySet(pyM)
Declare operation related sets for binary decicion variables (operation variables) in the pyomo object for
a modeling class. This reflects the starting or stopping state of the conversion component.
Parameters pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareOpConstrSetMinDownTime(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which downTimeMin is not None.
declareOpConstrSetMinUpTime(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which upTimeMin is not None.
declareOpConstrSetMaxRampUp(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which rampUpMax is not None.
declareOpConstrSetMaxRampDown(pyM, constrSetName)
Declare set of locations and components for which rampDownMax is not None.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries: design variable sets, operation variable set, operation mode sets and linked
components dictionary.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareStartStopVariables(pyM)
Declare start/stop variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
minimumDownTime(pyM, esM)
Ensure that conversion unit is not ramping up and down too often by implementing a minimum down time
after ramping down.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
minimumUpTime(pyM, esM)
Ensure that conversion unit is not ramping up and down too often by implementing a minimum up time
after ramping up.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
rampUpMax(pyM, esM)
Ensure that conversion unit is not ramping up too fast by implementing a maximum ramping rate as share
of the installed capacity.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
rampDownMax(pyM, esM)
Ensure that conversion unit is not ramping down too fast by implementing a maximum ramping rate as
share of the installed capacity.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel
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LinearOptimalPowerFlow class
Linear optimal power flow components are transmission components which additionally consider linear optimal power
flow equations.
LinearOptimalPowerFlow class description:
class lopf.LinearOptimalPowerFlow(esM, name, commodity, reactances, losses=0, distances=None,
hasCapacityVariable=True,
capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1,
hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False,
bigM=None,
operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None, tsaWeight=1,
locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None,
capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0,
investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0, QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08,
economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None)
A LinearOptimalPowerFlow component shows the behavior of a Transmission component but additionally models a linearized power flow (i.e. for AC lines). The LinearOptimalPowerFlow class inherits from the Transmission class.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, reactances, losses=0, distances=None, hasCapacityVariable=True, capacityVariableDomain=’continuous’, capacityPerPlantUnit=1, hasIsBuiltBinaryVariable=False, bigM=None, operationRateMax=None, operationRateFix=None,
tsaWeight=1, locationalEligibility=None, capacityMin=None, capacityMax=None, partLoadMin=None, sharedPotentialID=None, capacityFix=None, isBuiltFix=None, investPerCapacity=0, investIfBuilt=0, opexPerOperation=0, opexPerCapacity=0, opexIfBuilt=0,
QPcostScale=0, interestRate=0.08, economicLifetime=10, technicalLifetime=None)
Constructor for creating an LinearOptimalPowerFlow class instance. The LinearOptimalPowerFlow component specific input arguments are described below. The Transmission component specific input arguments are described in the Transmission class and the general component input arguments are described
in the Component class.
Required arguments:
Parameters reactances (Pandas DataFrame.) – reactances for DC power flow
modeling (of AC lines) given as a Pandas DataFrame. The row and column indices
of the DataFrame have to equal the in the energy system model specified locations.
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a LinearOptimalPowerFlow component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
Inheritance diagram:

Component
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LOPFModel class description:
class lopf.LOPFModel
A LOPFModel class instance will be instantly created if a LinearOptimalPowerFlow class instance is initialized.
It is used for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the LinearOptimalPowerFlow class instance. These declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system
model. The LOPFModel class inherits from the TransmissionModel class.
initPhaseAngleVarSet(pyM)
Declare phase angle variable set in the pyomo object for for each node.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries: design variable sets, operation variable sets, operation mode sets and linked
components dictionary.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declarePhaseAngleVariables(pyM)
Declare phase angle variables.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareVariables(esM, pyM, relaxIsBuiltBinary)
Declare design and operation variables.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
powerFlowDC(pyM)
Ensure that the flow between two locations is equal to the difference between the phase angle variables at
these locations divided by the reactance of the line between these locations.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
basePhaseAngle(pyM)
Declare the constraint that the reference phase angle is set to zero for all time steps.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
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• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name (string) – name of the variables of which the optimal values should
be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’operationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’phaseAngleVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

TransmissionModel

LOPFModel

DemandSideManagementBETA class
A DemandSideManagementBETA component initializes one source and several storage components.
DemandSideManagementBETA class description:
Basic idea inspired by: Zerrahn, Alexander, and Wolf-Peter Schill. “On the representation of demand-side management in power system models.” Energy 84 (2015): 840-845. Approach adapted to be compatible with time series
aggregation (idea: use virtual storages).
class DSM.DemandSideManagementBETA(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, tFwd, tBwd,
operationRateFix, opexShift=1e-06, shiftUpMax=None,
shiftDownMax=None, socOffsetDown=-1, socOffsetUp=1, **kwargs)
A DemandSideManagement component. Allows to shift demands (of Sink components) forwards and back-
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wards in time. Initializes a Sink component and multiple Storage components which are aggregated after optimization.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, hasCapacityVariable, tFwd, tBwd, operationRateFix, opexShift=1e06, shiftUpMax=None, shiftDownMax=None, socOffsetDown=-1, socOffsetUp=-1,
**kwargs)
Constructor for creating an DemandSideManagement class instance. Note: the DemandSideManagement
class inherits from the Sink class; kwargs provide input arguments to the Sink component.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance from the FINE package) –
energy system model to which the DemandSideManagement component should
be added. Used for unit checks.
• name (string) – name of the component. Has to be unique (i.e. no other components with that name can already exist in the EnergySystemModel instance to
which the component is added).
• hasCapacityVariable (boolean) – specifies if the underlying Sink component should be modeled with a capacity or not. Examples:
– An electrolyzer has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable is
True.
– In the energy system, biogas can, from a model perspective, be converted into
methane (and then used in conventional power plants which emit CO2) by
getting CO2 from the environment. Thus, using biogas in conventional power
plants is, from a balance perspective, CO2 free. This conversion is purely
theoretical and does not require a capacity -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
– A electricity cable has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable
is True.
– If the transmission capacity of a component is unlimited -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
– A wind turbine has a capacity given in GW_electric -> hasCapacityVariable is
True.
– Emitting CO2 into the environment is not per se limited by a capacity -> hasCapacityVariable is False.
• tFwd (integer (>0)) – the number of timesteps for backwards demand shifting.
• tBwd (integer (>= 0)) – the number of timesteps for forwards demand shifting.
• operationRateFix – specifies the original time series of the shiftable demand.
If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit for each time step.
Default arguments:
Parameters
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• opexShift (positive float (>0)) – operational cost for shifting the demand (given in costUnit/commodityUnit). Setting this value also penalizes unreasonable, unnecessary shifting of demand. * the default value is 1e-6
• shiftUpMax (positive float or None) – maximum amount of upwards
shiftable commodity at one timestep. If None, the value is set equal to the maximum demand of the respective location. * the default value is None
• shiftDownMax (positive float or None) – maximum amount of
downwards shiftable commodity at one timestep. If None, the value is set equal
to the maximum demand of the respective location. * the default value is Nonde
• socOffsetDown (float) – determines whether the state of charge at the
end of a period p has to be equal to the one at the beginning of a period p+1
(socOffsetDown=-1) or if it can be smaller at the beginning of p+1 (socOffsetDown>=0). In the latter case, the product of the parameter socOffsetDown and the
actual soc offset is used as a penalty factor in the objective function. (usefull when
infeasibilities are encountered when using DemandSideManagement and time series aggregation) * the default value is -1
• socOffsetUp (float) – determines whether the state of charge at the end of a
period p has to be equal to the one at the beginning of a period p+1 (socOffsetUp=1) or if it can be larger at the beginning of p+1 (socOffsetUp>=0). In the latter
case, the product of the parameter socOffsetUp and the actual soc offset is used
as a penalty factor in the objective function. (usefull when infeasibilities are encountered when using DemandSideManagement and time series aggregation) * the
default value is -1
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Source

Sink

DemandSideManagementBETA

DSMModel class description:
class DSM.DSMModel
A StorageExtModel class instance will be instantly created if a StorageExt class instance is initialized. It is used
for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the StorageExt class instance. These
declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The StorageExtModel
class inherits from the StorageModel class.
limitUpDownShifts(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
shiftUpMax(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
shiftDownMax(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pym (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
Inheritance diagram:
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ComponentModel

SourceSinkModel

DSMModel

StorageExtBETA class
The extended storage class provides the option to formulate:
• fixed or maximum operation rates of the state of charge of a storage component as well as
• time dependent cost factors for the charging operation..
StorageExtBETA class description:
class storageExt.StorageExtBETA(esM, name, commodity, stateOfChargeOpRateMax=None,
stateOfChargeOpRateFix=None,
opexPerChargeOpTimeSeries=None, stateOfChargeTsaWeight=1, opexChargeOpTsaWeight=1, **kwargs)
A StorageExt component shows the behavior of a Storage component but it is additionally possible to set a state
of charge time series. The StorageExt class inherits from the Storage class.
__init__(esM, name, commodity, stateOfChargeOpRateMax=None, stateOfChargeOpRateFix=None, opexPerChargeOpTimeSeries=None, stateOfChargeTsaWeight=1, opexChargeOpTsaWeight=1, **kwargs)
Constructor for creating an StorageExt class instance. The StorageExt component specific input arguments are described below. The Storage component specific input arguments are described in the Storage
class and the general component input arguments are described in the Component class.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• stateOfChargeOpRateMax
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a
maximum state of charge for each location and each time step by a positive float.
If hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the commodity stored in the component at the
beginning of one time step. * the default value is None
• stateOfChargeOpRateFix
(None or Pandas DataFrame with
positive (>= 0) entries. The row indices have to match
the in the energy system model specified time steps.
The column indices have to match the in the energy
system model specified locations.) – if specified, indicates a
fixed state of charge for each location and each time step by a positive float. If
hasCapacityVariable is set to True, the values are given relative to the installed
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capacities (i.e. a value of 1 indicates a utilization of 100% of the capacity). If
hasCapacityVariable is set to False, the values are given as absolute values in form
of the commodityUnit, referring to the commodity stored in the component at the
beginning of one time step. * the default value is None
• stateOfChargeTsaWeight (positive (>= 0) float) – weight with
which the stateOfChargeOpRate (max/fix) time series of the component should be
considered when applying time series aggregation. * the default value is 1
addToEnergySystemModel(esM)
Function for adding a StorageExt component to the given energy system model.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel
instance representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
setTimeSeriesData(hasTSA)
Function for setting the maximum operation rate and fixed operation rate for the state of charge, charging
and discharging depending on whether a time series analysis is requested or not.
Parameters hasTSA (boolean) – states whether a time series aggregation is requested
(True) or not (False).
getDataForTimeSeriesAggregation()
Function for getting the required data if a time series aggregation is requested.
setAggregatedTimeSeriesData(data)
Function for determining the aggregated maximum and fixed state of charge/ discharge rate/ charge rate.
Parameters data (Pandas DataFrame) – Pandas DataFrame with the clustered time
series data of the source component
Inheritance diagram:

Component

Storage

StorageExtBETA

StorageExtModel class description:
class storageExt.StorageExtModel
A StorageExtModel class instance will be instantly created if a StorageExt class instance is initialized. It is used
for the declaration of the sets, variables and constraints which are valid for the StorageExt class instance. These
declarations are necessary for the modeling and optimization of the energy system model. The StorageExtModel
class inherits from the StorageModel class.
declareSets(esM, pyM)
Declare sets and dictionaries.
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Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
operationModeSOCwithTSA1(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] and the relative maximum state of charge [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
operationModeSOCwithTSA2(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is equal to the installed capacity [commodityUnit*h] multiplied by state of charge time series [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
operationModeSOCwithTSA3(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the state of charge [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the installed capacity
[commodityUnit*h] multiplied by state of charge time series [-].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
operationModeSOCwithTSA4(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the operation [commodityUnit*h] is equal to the operation time series [commodityUnit*h].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
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operationModeSOCwithTSA5(pyM, esM)
Declare the constraint that the operation [commodityUnit*h] is limited by the operation time series [commodityUnit*h].
Parameters
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
declareComponentConstraints(esM, pyM)
Declare time independent and dependent constraints.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getSharedPotentialContribution(pyM, key, loc)
Get contributions to shared location potential.
hasOpVariablesForLocationCommodity(esM, loc, commod)
Check if the storage of a commodity is eligible in a certain location.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• loc (string) – Name of the regarded location (locations are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – Name of the regarded commodity (commodities are defined in the EnergySystemModel instance)
• commod – string
getCommodityBalanceContribution(pyM, commod, loc, p, t)
Get contribution to a commodity balance.
getObjectiveFunctionContribution(esM, pyM)
Get contribution to the objective function.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
setOptimalValues(esM, pyM)
Set the optimal values of the components.
Parameters
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• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance representing the energy system in which the component should be
modeled.
• pyM (pyomo ConcreteModel) – pyomo ConcreteModel which stores the
mathematical formulation of the model.
getOptimalValues(name=’all’)
Return optimal values of the components.
Parameters name – name of the variables of which the optimal values should be returned:
• ’capacityVariables’,
• ’isBuiltVariables’,
• ’chargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’dischargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’stateOfChargeOperationVariablesOptimum’,
• ’all’ or another input: all variables are returned.
* the default value is ‘all’ :type name: string
Returns a dictionary with the optimal values of the components
Return type dict
Inheritance diagram:

ComponentModel

StorageModel

StorageExtModel

Expansion Modules
FINE expansion modules provide additional functionalities to the user. These functionalities either run energy system
models multiple times or can be applied in the pre- and postprocessing of an energy system model run.
Expansion Modules
Multi-Stage Approach for Upper and Lower Bounds
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
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optimizeTSAmultiStage.optimizeTSAmultiStage(esM, declaresOptimizationProblem=True,
relaxIsBuiltBinary=False,
numberOfTypicalPeriods=30, numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod=24, clusterMethod=’hierarchical’, logFileName=”, threads=3, solver=’gurobi’,
timeLimit=None,
optimizationSpecs=”,
warmstart=False)
Call the optimize function for a temporally aggregated MILP (so the model has to include hasIsBuiltBinaryVariables in all or some components). Fix the binary variables and run it again without temporal aggregation.
Furthermore, a LP with relaxed binary variables can be solved to obtain both, an upper and lower bound for the
fully resolved MILP.
Required arguments:
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance from the FINE package) – energy system model to which the component should be added. Used for unit checks.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• declaresOptimizationProblem (boolean) – states if the optimization problem should be declared (True) or not (False).
(a) If true, the declareOptimizationProblem function is called and a pyomo ConcreteModel instance is built.
(b) If false a previously declared pyomo ConcreteModel instance is used.
* the default value is True
• relaxIsBuiltBinary – states if the optimization problem should be solved as a
relaxed LP to get the lower bound of the problem. * the default value is False
• numberOfTypicalPeriods (strictly positive integer) – states the
number of typical periods into which the time series data should be clustered. The
number of time steps per period must be an integer multiple of the total number of
considered time steps in the energy system.
Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter noTypicalPeriods for more information.
* the default value is 30
• numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod (strictly positive integer) – states
the number of time steps per period * the default value is 24
• clusterMethod (string) – states the method which is used in the tsam
package for clustering the time series data. Options are for example ‘averaging’,’k_means’,’exact k_medoid’ or ‘hierarchical’.
Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter clusterMethod
for more information.
* the default value is ‘hierarchical’
• logFileName (string) – logFileName is used for naming the log file of the optimization solver output if gurobi is used as the optimization solver. If the logFileName
is given as an absolute path (e.g. logFileName = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), ‘Results’,
‘logFileName.txt’)) the log file will be stored in the specified directory. Otherwise, it
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will be stored by default in the directory where the executing python script is called. *
the default value is ‘job’
• threads (positive integer) – number of computational threads used for solving the optimization (solver dependent input) if gurobi is used as the solver. A value
of 0 results in using all available threads. If a value larger than the available number
of threads are chosen, the value will reset to the maximum number of threads. * the
default value is 3
• solver (string) – specifies which solver should solve the optimization problem
(which of course has to be installed on the machine on which the model is run). * the
default value is ‘gurobi’
• timeLimit (string) – if not specified as None, indicates the maximum solve time
of the optimization problem in seconds (solver dependent input). The use of this parameter is suggested when running models in runtime restricted environments (such as
clusters with job submission systems). If the runtime limitation is triggered before an
optimal solution is available, the best solution obtained up until then (if available) is
processed. * the default value is None
• optimizationSpecs – specifies parameters for the optimization solver (see the
respective solver documentation for more information). Example: ‘LogToConsole=1
OptimalityTol=1e-6’ * the default value is an empty string (‘’)
• warmstart (boolean) – specifies if a warm start of the optimization should be
considered (not always supported by the solvers). * the default value is False
optimizeTSAmultiStage.fixBinaryVariables(esM)
Search for the optimized binary variables and set them as fixed.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance from the FINE package) – energy system model to which the component should be added. Used for unit checks.
Robust Pipeline Design
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
The approaches used are described in Robinius et. al. (2019) “Robust Optimal Discrete Arc Sizing for Tree-Shaped
Potential Networks” and they are further developed with the help of Theorem 10 of Labbé et. al. (2019) “Bookings
in the European gas market: characterisation of feasibility and computational complexity results” and Lemma 3.4 and
3.5 of Schewe et. al. (preprint 2020) “Computing Technical Capacities in the European Entry-Exit Gas Market is
NP-Hard”
robustPipelineSizing.getInjectionWithdrawalRates(componentName=”,
esM=None,
operationVariablesOptimumData=None)
Determines the injection and withdrawal rates into a network from a component in an EnergySystemModel
object or based on the fluid flow data.
Parameters
• componentName (string) – name of the network component in the EnergySystemModel class (only required the fluid flows are to be obtained from the EnergySystemModel class) * the default value is ‘’
• esM (FINE EnergySystemModel) – EnergySystemModel object with an optimized Pyomo instance (only needs to be specified if the operationVariablesOptimumData are to be obtained from the EnergySystemModel object) * the default value is
None
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• operationVariablesOptimumData
(pandas DataFrame with
non-negative floats) – the injection and withdrawal rates into and out of
the network can either be obtained from a DataFrame with the original fluid flows or
an EnergySystemModel with an optimized Pyomo instance. In the former case, the
argument is a pandas DataFrame with two index columns (specifying the names of the
start and end node of a pipeline) and one index row (for the time steps). The data in the
DataFrame denotes the flow coming from the start node and going to the end node [e.g.
in kWh or Nm^3]. Example:
0 1 . . . 8759
node1 node2 0.1 0.0 . . . 0.9 node2 node3 0.0 0.3 . . . 0.4 node2 node1 0.9 0.9 . . . 0.2
node3 node2 1.1 0.2 . . . 0.9
* the default value is None
Returns injection and withdrawal rates (withdrawals from the network are positive while injections
are negative)
Return type pandas DataFrame
robustPipelineSizing.getNetworkLengthsFromESM(componentName, esM)
Obtains the pipeline lengths of a transmission component in an EnergySystemModel class.
Parameters
• componentName (string) – name of the network component in the EnergySystemModel class (only required if the fluid flows are to be obtained from the EnergySystemModel class) * the default value is ‘’
• esM (FINE EnergySystemModel) – EnergySystemModel object with an optimized Pyomo instance (only needs to be specified if the operationVariablesOptimumData are to be obtained from the EnergySystemModel object) * the default value is
None
Returns pipeline distances in the length unit specified in the esM object
Return type pandas series
robustPipelineSizing.getRefinedShapeFile(shapeFilePath,
regColumn1,
regColumn2,
dic_node_minPress, dic_node_maxPress, minPipeLength, maxPipeLength)
If a pipe is longer than maxPipeLength than it will be split into several pipes with equidistant length, i.e., replace
arc (u,v) by (u,v_1), (v_1,v_2),. . . , (v_n,v) with n = ceil(lengthOfPipe/maxPipeLength) -1
Parameters
• shapeFilePath (string) – path to a shape file which connects the gas injection/
withdrawal nodes with each other. The rows of the file describe connections between the
injection/ withdrawal nodes. The required geometry of these connections is a shapely
LineString. Additionally, the file has two columns holding the names of the two injection/ withdrawal nodes (start and end point of the LineString).
• regColumn1 (string) – name of the column which holds the name of the injection/
withdrawal node at the beginning of the line
• regColumn2 (string) – name of the column which holds the name of the injection/
withdrawal node at the end of the line
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
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• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of
the network its upper pressure bound in [bar]. It holds: dic_node_minPress[index] <=
dic_node_maxPress[index].
• minPipeLength (positive number) – desired minimum length of a pipe in [m],
note: not always possible to achieve.
• maxPipeLength (positive number) – determines the maximal length of a pipe
in [m].
Returns distances_new - pipeline distances in m
Return type pandas series
Returns dic_node_minPress_new - dictionary that contains for every node of the network its lower
pressure bound in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: node of the network, value: non-negative float
Returns dic_node_maxPress_new - dictionary that contains for every node of the network its upper
pressure bound in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: node of the network, value: non-negative float
Returns gdfNodes - GeoDataFrame with the nodes of the network and their names
Return type geopandas GeoDataFrame
Returns gdfEdges - GeoDataFrame with the edges of the network and the names of their start and
end nodes
Return type geopandas GeoDataFrame
robustPipelineSizing.createNetwork(distances)
Creates undirected network/graph from given distances; updates distances such that either (u,v) or (v,u) are
contained
Parameters distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object
Returns graph of the network corresponding to the distances
Return type graph object of networkx
Returns pipeline distances in the length unit specified in the esM object
Return type pandas series
robustPipelineSizing.createSteinerTree(graph, distances, inner_nodes)
Computes a steiner tree with minimal sum of pipeline lengths; updates distances such that only arcs of the
spanning tree are contained with corresponding length
Parameters
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object
:return spanning tree with sum of lengths of pipelines is minimal :rtype: graph object of networkx
robustPipelineSizing.generateRobustScenarios(injectionWithdrawalRates,
graph,
distances,
dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress,
solver=’glpk’,
threads=1, verbose=0)
Compute for every node combination a special robust scenario according to Robinius et. al. (2019) and Labbé
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et. al. (2019)
Parameters
• injectionWithdrawalRates – injection and withdrawal rates (withdrawals from
the network are positive while injections are negative) for every time step and node; unit
[kg/s]
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object
• threads (positive integer) – number of threads used for parallelization
• verbose (int) – if > 0, parallelization progress is displayed
Type pandas dataframe
Returns dictionary that contains for every node pair a dictionary containing all arc flows of the
corresponding
special scenario :rtype: dictionary key: (node1,node2), value: dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow in [kg/s]
Returns list of entry node
Return type list of strings
Returns list of exit node
Return type list of strings
robustPipelineSizing.computeSingleSpecialScenario(graph,
distances,
entries,
exits,
startNode,
endNode,
dic_nodes_MinCapacity,
dic_nodes_MaxCapacity,
specialScenario=True, solver=’glpk’)
Compute special robust scenario for given node combination according to Robinius et. al. (2019) and Labbé et.
al. (2019)
Parameters
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object
• entries (list of strings) – list of entry nodes of the network
• exits (list of strings) – list of exit nodes of the network
• startNode (string) – node of the network (starting node of the special scenario)
• endNode (string) – node of the network (end node of special scenario)
• dic_nodes_MinCapacity
(dictionary: key: node of the
network, value: float) – dictionary containing minimal capacity for
each node
• dic_nodes_MaxCapacity
(dictionary: key: node of the
network, value: float) – dictionary containing maximal capacity for
each node
• specialScenario – bool: True if we compute special robust scenario; False if we
compute scenario for fixed
demand vector, e.g., for scenario of a time step :type specialScenario: bool
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Parameters solver (string, default 'glpk') – name of the optimization solver to use
Returns dictionary that contains for every arc the corresponding arc flows of the (special) scenario
Return type dictionary key: arc, value: arc flow
robustPipelineSizing.computeLargeMergedDiameters(dic_subSetDiam_costs, nDigits=6)
Compute merged diameters, i.e. compute equivalent single diameter for two looped pipes.
Parameters
• dic_subSetDiam_costs – dictionary containing diameters in [m] and costs in
[Euro/m]
• nDigits (positive int) – number of digits used in the round function * the default value is 6
Type dictionary: key: diameter, value: costs
Return dic_newDiam_costs dictionary containing merged diameters in [m] and costs in [Euro/m]
Return type dictionary: key: diameter, value: costs
Return dic_newDiam_oldDiam dictionary matching new diameters to old diameters
Return type dictionary: key: new diameter, value: corresponding old diameter, which will be used
in the looped pipe
robustPipelineSizing.determinePressureDropCoef(dic_scenario_flows,
distances,
dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress, diameters, ir=0.2,
rho_n=0.089882,
T_m=293.15,
T_n=273.15,
p_n=1.01325,
Z_n=1.00062387922965, nDigits=6)
Compute for each scenario, diameter, and each arc the corresponding pressure drop
Parameters dic_scenario_flows – dictionary that contains for every node pair a dictionary
containing all
arc flows in [kg/s] of the corresponding (special) scenario :type dic_scenario_flows: dictionary key: scenarioName (node1,node2), value: dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow
Parameters
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
It holds dic_node_minPress[index] <= dic_node_maxPress[index]
Parameters
• diameters – list of diameters in [m]
• ir (positive float; optional) – integral roughness of pipe in [mm] * the
default value is 0.2 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• rho_n (positive float; optional) – density at standard state in [kg/m^3] *
the default value is 0.089882 (hydrogen, you can use 0.71745877 for methane)
• T_m (float; optional) – constant temperature in [kelvin] * the default value is
20 + 273.15 (hydrogen, you can use 281.15 for methane)
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• T_n (float; optional) – temperature in standard state in [kelvin] * the default
value is 273.15 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• p_n (non-negative float; optional) – pressure at standard state in [bar] *
the default value is 1.01325 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• Z_n (non-negative float; optional) – realgasfactor of hydrogen at standard state * the default value is 1.00062387922965 (hydrogen, you can use
0.997612687740414 for methane)
• nDigits (positive int; optional) – number of digits used in the round
function * the default value is 6
Type list of strictly positive numbers
Returns dictionary that contains for every scenario and diameter the corresponding pressure drops
Return type dictionary key: (diameter, scenario Name), value: dic: key: arc, value: pressure drop
robustPipelineSizing.determineOptimalDiscretePipelineSelection(graph,
distances,
dic_pressureDropCoef,
specialScenarioNames,
dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress,
dic_diam_costs,
robust=True,
solver=’glpk’,
threads=4,
verbose=0)
Model of optimal pipeline sizing (diameter selection) w.r.t. to the given scenarios
Parameters
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• dic_pressureDropCoef
(dictionary: keys: scenarioName;
value: dict: key: arc, value: pressure drop in [bar])
– dictionary that contains for every scenario and diameter the corresponding pressure
drops in [bar]
• specialScenarioNames
(list of tuples in the robust case,
otherwise list of time Steps) – list of names of scenarios. In robust case
tuples (startNode, endNode).
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
It holds dic_node_minPress[index] <= dic_node_maxPress[index]
Parameters
• dic_diam_costs
(dictionary key: diameter, value:
non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every diameter in [m]
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its costs [Euro/m]
• robust (bool) – Bool that is true, if we optimize w.r.t. robust scenarios, otherwise
False.
:return dictionary that contains for every arc the optimal diameter in [m] :rtype dictionary: key: arc, value:
optimal diameter
Parameters
• solver (string, default 'glpk') – name of the optimization solver to use
• threads (positive integer) – number of threads used for optimization (if
gurobi is used)
• verbose (int) – if > 0, parallelization progress is displayed
Returns dictionary that contains for every scenario the corresponding pressure levels
Return type dictionary: key: scenarioName, value: dict: key: node, value: pressure level of node
robustPipelineSizing.postprocessing(graph, distances, dic_arc_diam, dic_scenario_flows,
dic_node_minPress, dic_node_maxPress, threads=1,
verbose=0)
” Compute “more” accurate pressure levels for the considered scenarios in the network with optimal diameters Apply postprocessing of Master’s thesis with adaption that we possibly consider every node for fixing its
pressure level to the upper pressure bound. It holds dic_node_minPress[index] <= dic_node_maxPress[index]
Parameters
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• dic_arc_diam – dictionary containing for each arc the optimal diameter in [m]
• dic_scenario_flows (dictionary key: scenarioName (node1,
node2), value: dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow)
– dictionary that contains for every node pair a dictionary containing all arc flows in
[kg/s] of the corresponding (special) scenario
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
• threads (positive integer) – number of threads used for parallelization
• verbose (int) – if > 0, parallelization progress is displayed
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: optimal diameter
Returns dictionary that contains for every scenario the corresponding pressure levels in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: scenarioName, value: dic: key: arc, value pressure level
Returns dictionary that contains for every scenario the maximal pressure bound violation in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: scenarioName, value: float = maximal pressure bound violation
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robustPipelineSizing.computePressureAtNode(validation, node, nodeUpperBound, graph,
dic_arc_diam, distances, dic_scenario_flows,
dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress,
tmp_violation, dic_node_pressure, ir=0.2,
rho_n=0.089882, T_m=293.15, T_n=273.15,
p_n=1.01325,
Z_n=1.00062387922965,
nDigits=6)
” Compute pressure levels recursive for given scenario and node that is fixed to its upper pressure level. It holds
dic_node_minPress[index] <= dic_node_maxPress[index].
Parameters
• validation – boolean that is False, if the computed pressure levels are infeasible
• node (str) – node of the network for which we currently consider for computing the
pressure levels
• nodeUpperBound – node which pressure level is fixed to the upper bound
• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• dic_arc_diam – dictionary containing for each arc the optimal diameter in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• dic_scenario_flows – dictionary scenario and corresponding flows in [kg/s]
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
• tmp_violation (float) – violation of the current pressure bounds in [bar]
• dic_node_pressure
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains node pressure levels
in [bar]
• ir (positive float) – integral roughness of pipe in [mm] * the default value is
0.2 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• rho_n (positive float) – density at standard state in [kg/m^3] * the default
value is 0.089882 (hydrogen, you can use 0.71745877 for methane)
• T_m (float) – constant temperature in [kelvin] * the default value is 20 + 273.15
(hydrogen, you can use 281.15 for methane)
• T_n (float) – temperature in standard state in [kelvin] * the default value is 273.15
(hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• p_n (non-negative float) – pressure at standard state in [bar] * the default value
is 1.01325 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• Z_n (non-negative float) – realgasfactor of hydrogen at standard state * the
default value is 1.00062387922965 (hydrogen, you can use 0.997612687740414 for
methane)
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• nDigits (positive int) – number of digits used in the pandas round function.
Is applied to the specified or determined injection and withdrawal rates. * the default
value is 6
Rtype validation bool
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: optimal diameter
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow
Returns validation: boolean that is true, if the computed pressure levels are feasible
Return type bool
Returns maximal violation of the pressure bounds w.r.t. the computed pressure levels in [bar]
Return type float
robustPipelineSizing.computePressureStartnodeArc(arc,
pressureEndNode,
dic_scenario_flows,
dic_arc_diam, distances, ir=0.2,
rho_n=0.089882,
T_m=293.15,
T_n=273.15,
p_n=1.01325,
Z_n=1.00062387922965,
tol=0.0001)
” For given arc and pressure level of endNode compute the pressure of the startNode by solving the corresponding equation system
Parameters
• arc (tuple) – arc of the network for which we know the pressure at the endNode, i.e.
the node which receives gas
• pressureEndNode (non-negative float) – pressure level of endNode
• dic_scenario_flows – dictionary scenario and corresponding flows in [kg/s];
note arc flow of arc has to be positive
• dic_arc_diam – dictionary containing for each arc the optimal diameter in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• ir (positive float) – integral roughness of pipe in [mm] * the default value is
0.2 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• rho_n (positive float) – density at standard state in [kg/m^3] * the default
value is 0.089882 (hydrogen, you can use 0.71745877 for methane)
• T_m (float) – constant temperature in [kelvin] * the default value is 20 + 273.15
(hydrogen, you can use 281.15 for methane)
• T_n (float) – temperature in standard state in [kelvin] * the default value is 273.15
(hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• p_n (non-negative float) – pressure at standard state in [bar] * the default value
is 1.01325 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• Z_n (non-negative float) – realgasfactor of hydrogen at standard state * the
default value is 1.00062387922965 (hydrogen, you can use 0.997612687740414 for
methane)
• tol (non-negative float) – tolerance to which accuracy we solve the equation
system * the default value is 10^-4
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow
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Type dictionary: key: arc, value: optimal diameter
Returns pressure level of startNode in [bar]
Return type float
robustPipelineSizing.computePressureEndnodeArc(arc,
pressureStartNode,
dic_scenario_flows,
dic_arc_diam,
distances,
ir=0.2,
rho_n=0.089882,
T_m=293.15,
T_n=273.15,
p_n=1.01325,
Z_n=1.00062387922965)
” For given arc and pressure level of startNode compute the pressure of the endNode
Parameters
• arc (tuple) – arc of the network for which we know the pressure at the endNode, i.e.
the node which receives gas
• pressureStartNode (non-negative float) – pressure level of endNode
• dic_scenario_flows – dictionary scenario and corresponding flows in [kg/s]
• dic_arc_diam – dictionary containing for each arc the optimal diameter in [m]
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
• ir (positive float) – integral roughness of pipe in [mm] * the default value is
0.2 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• rho_n (positive float) – density at standard state in [kg/m^3] * the default
value is 0.089882 (hydrogen, you can use 0.71745877 for methane)
• T_m (float) – constant temperature in [kelvin] * the default value is 20 + 273.15
(hydrogen, you can use 281.15 for methane)
• T_n (float) – temperature in standard state in [kelvin] * the default value is 273.15
(hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• p_n (non-negative float) – pressure at standard state in [bar] * the default value
is 1.01325 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• Z_n (non-negative float) – realgasfactor of hydrogen at standard state * the
default value is 1.00062387922965 (hydrogen, you can use 0.997612687740414 for
methane)
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: arc flow
Type dictionary: key: arc, value: optimal diameter
Returns pressure level of endNode in [bar]
Return type float
robustPipelineSizing.computeTimeStepFlows(injectionWithdrawalRates, distances, graph,
entries,
exits,
threads=1,
verbose=0,
solver=’glpk’)
” Compute for each timeStep and demands given by injectionWithdrawalRates the corresponding flow values
Param injectionWithdrawalRates: injection and withdrawal rates (withdrawals from the network
are positive while injections are negative) in [kg^3/s]
Parameters
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object ([m])
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• graph (networkx graph object) – an undirected networkx graph: Its edges
have the attribute length which is the pipeline length in [m]
• entries (list of str) – list of entry nodes of the network
• exits (list of str) – list of exit nodes of the network
• threads (positive integer) – number of threads used for parallelization
• verbose (int) – if > 0, parallelization progress is displayed
• solver (string, default 'glpk') – name of the optimization solver to use
Returns dictionary that contains for every time step the corresponding flows in [kg/s]
Return type dictionary key: timeStep, value: dict: key: arc, value: arc flow
robustPipelineSizing.networkRefinement(distances, maxPipeLength, dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress)
If a pipe is longer than maxPipeLength than it will be split into several pipes with equidistant length, i.e., replace
arc (u,v) by (u,v_1), (v_1,v_2),. . . , (v_n,v) with n = ceil(lengthOfPipe/maxPipeLength) -1
Parameters
• distances (pandas series) – pipeline distances in the length unit specified in
the esM object
• maxPipeLength (positive number) – determines the maximal length of a pipe
in [m].
• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
Returns graph of the network corresponding to the distances
Return type graph object of networkx
Returns pipeline distances in the length unit specified in the esM object
Return type pandas series
Returns dic_node_minPress dictionary that contains for every node of the network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: node of the network, value: non-negative float
Returns dic_node_maxPress dictionary that contains for every node of the network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
Return type dictionary key: node of the network, value: non-negative float
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robustPipelineSizing.determineDiscretePipelineDesign(robust,
injectionWithdrawalRates,
distances,
dic_node_minPress,
dic_node_maxPress,
dic_diameter_costs=None,
dic_candidateMergedDiam_costs=None,
gdfEdges=None,
regColumn1=’nodeIn’,
regColumn2=’nodeOut’,
solver=’glpk’,
opexForDiameters=None,
economicLifetime=30,
interestRate=0.08,
costUnit=’C’,
ir=0.2,
rho_n=0.089882,
T_m=293.15,
T_n=273.15,
p_n=1.01325,
Z_n=1.00062387922965, originalFluidFlows=None, nDigits=6, verbose=0, threads=1)
We compute a robust (depending on parameter robust) optimal pipeline design,
i.e. for a given network, we compute a minimal spanning tree w.r.t. its total length.
Afterward, we compute our robust (special) scenarios, see Robinius et. al..
Also we compute for every timeStep of injectionWithdrawalRates the corresponding flows.
We compute merged diameters according to list candidatesMergedDiameter, i.e. we compute a equivalent
single diameter
for two parallel pipes with the same diameter
If robust is True, then we compute the corresponding pressure drops for every diameter and robust scenario.
If robust is False, then we compute for every timeStep the corresponding pressure drops for every diameter and
timeStep.
If robust is True, then we compute optimal diameters by a MIP for the robust scenarios.
If robust is False, then we compute optimal diameters by a MIP for the timeStep scenarios. Not Robust Version!
In a postprocessing step, we compute “precise” pressure levels for the robust scenarios and the timeStep
scenarios.
Note: if robust is False, then the network may be infeasible for robust scenarios which can occur in the network!
Parameters
• robust (bool) – Bool that is true, we build a robust pipeline network, otherwise not
• injectionWithdrawalRates (pandas DataFrame with floats) – the
argument is a pandas DataFrame with the index column denoting the timesteps and
the index row denoting the name of the network’s nodes. Injection are denoted with
negative floats and withdrawal with positive floats in [kg/s]. Example:
node1 node2 node3
0 -4 2 2 1 3 -1.5 -1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8759 0 -1 1.
• distances (pandas Series) – the parameter is a pandas Series with the indices
being tuples of the network’s nodes and the values being the lengths of the pipelines in
[m]. Example:
(node1, node2) 1000 (node2, node3) 50000 (node2, node1) 1000 (node3, node2) 50000
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• dic_node_minPress (dictionary: key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its lower pressure bound in [bar]
• dic_node_maxPress
(dictionary key: node of the network,
value: non-negative float) – dictionary that contains for every node of the
network its upper pressure bound in [bar]
It holds dic_node_minPress[index] <= dic_node_maxPress[index]
Parameters
• dic_diameter_costs
(dict with keys: diameters, values:
cost for pipeline; optional) – dictionary that contains all diameters in
[m] as keys and the values are the corresponding costs in [Euro/m]. Default Value
is a preselection of diameters and its costs. if None, then we chose the following
preselection of diameters and costs dic_diameter_costs = {0.1063: 37.51, 0.1307:
38.45, 0.1593: 39.64, 0.2065: 42.12, 0.2588: 45.26, 0.3063: 48.69, 0.3356: 51.07,
0.3844: 55.24, 0.432: 59.86, 0.4796: 64.98, 0.527: 70.56, 0.578: 76.61, 0.625: 82.99,
0.671: 89.95, 0.722: 97.38, 0.7686: 105.28, 0.814: 113.63, 0.864: 122.28, 0.915:
131.56, 0.96: 141.3, 1.011: 151.5, 1.058: 162.17, 1.104: 173.08, 1.155: 184.67, 1.249:
209.24, 1.342: 235.4, 1.444: 263.66, 1.536: 293.78}
• dic_candidateMergedDiam_costs (dict with keys: diameters,
values: cost for pipeline; optional) – dictionary that contains a set
of diameters in [m] as keys and the values are the corresponding costs in [Euro/m].
This diameters are then used to compute a single equivalent diameter for two looped
(parallel) pipes with the considered diameter. * the default value is empty dictionary {}
• gdfEdges (GeoDataFrame or None: optional, default is None)
– GeoDataFrame with the edges of the network and the names of their start and end
nodes. Required for geo-referenced result visualization. Should be obtained from the
getRefinedShapeFile function.
• regColumn1 (string, optional, default is 'nodeIn') – name of the
column in gdfEdges which holds the name of the injection/ withdrawal node at the
beginning of the line. Required if gdfEdges is specified.
• regColumn2 (string, optional, default is 'nodeOut') – name of
the column in gdfEdges which holds the name of the injection/ withdrawal node at
the end of the line. Required if gdfEdges is specified.
• solver (string, default 'glpk') – name of the optimization solver to use
• ir (positive float) – integral roughness of pipe in [mm] * the default value is
0.2 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• rho_n (positive float) – density at standard state in [kg/m^3] * the default
value is 0.089882 (hydrogen, you can use 0.71745877 for methane)
• T_m (float) – constant temperature in [kelvin] * the default value is 20 + 273.15
(hydrogen, you can use 281.15 for methane)
• T_n (float) – temperature in standard state in [kelvin] * the default value is 273.15
(hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• p_n (non-negative float) – pressure at standard state in [bar] * the default value
is 1.01325 (hydrogen, this value can also be used for methane)
• Z_n (non-negative float) – realgasfactor of hydrogen at standard state * the
default value is 1.00062387922965 (hydrogen, you can use 0.997612687740414 for
methane)
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param originalFluidFlows: string that specifies the considered fluid * the default value is None
Parameters
• nDigits (positive int) – number of digits used in the round function * the default value is 6
• verbose (integer (0, 1 or 2)) – defines how verbose the console logging is:
– 0: general model logging, warnings and optimization solver logging are displayed.
– 1: warnings are displayed.
– 2: no general model logging or warnings are displayed, the optimization solver logging is set to a
minimum.
Note: if required, the optimization solver logging can be separately enabled in the
optimizationSpecs of the optimize function.
* the default value is 0
Returns
tuple (dic_arc_optimalDiameters,
dic_scen_PressLevels,
dic_scen_MaxViolPress,
dic_timeStep_PressLevels, dic_timeStep_MaxViolPress, gdfEdges), with:
• dic_arc_optimalDiameters dictionary
• pressure levels of postprocessing of robust scenarios dic_scen_PressLevels
• violation of pressure bounds of robust scenarios in optimized network determined by
postprocessing
• dic_scen_MaxViolPress: maximum pressure violation in robust scenarios
• pressure levels of postprocessing of timeSteps dic_timeStep_PressLevels
• violation of pressure bounds of timeStep scenarios in optimized network determined by
postprocessing
• dic_timeStep_MaxViolPress: maximum pressure violation in timestep scenarios
• geopandas GeoDataFrame (information about diameters in ‘diam’ column and number
of pipelines in ‘nbPipes’); None if kwarg gdfEdges was specified as being Node
Return type
return types:
• dic_arc_optimalDiameters: dictionary, key: arcs, values: (numberOfPipes, diameter)
note usually numberOfPipes is 1, but if we have chosen a merged diameter, then we
have two parallel pipes with the same diameter, i.e. numberOfPipes is 2.
• dic_scen_PressLevels: dictionary, key: nodePair, value: dict: key: arc, value: pressure
level in [bar]
• dic_scen_MaxViolPress: dictionary, key: nodePair, value: dict: key: arc, value: nonnegative number (zero means no pressure violation)
• dic_timeStep_PressLevels: dictionary, key: timeStep, value: dict: key: arc, value: pressure level in [bar]
• dic_timeStep_MaxViolPress: dictionary, key: nodePair, value: dict: key: arc, value:
non-negative number (zero means no pressure violation)
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• gdfEdges: geopandas geodataframe; None if kwarg gdfEdges was specified as being
Node
robustPipelineSizing.plotOptimizedNetwork(gdf_pipes,
figsize=(4,
4),
nodesColumn=’nodes’,
diamColumn=’diam’,
nbPipesColumn=’nbPipes’,
line_scaling=1,
gdf_regions=None,
pressureLevels=None,
pMin=50, pMax=100, cmap=’Spectral_r’,
cbxShift=0.32, cbyShift=0.08, cbWidth=0.4,
fontsize=10, cbTitle=’Pressure [bar]’)
Plot optimized network, visualizing chosen pipe diameters and, if selected, pressure levels of a scenario.
Parameters
• gdf_pipes (geopandas GeoDataFrame) – GeoDataFrame, containing information about the diameters, number of pipes and routes of the pipeline network
• figsize (tuple, optional) – figure size, defaults to (4,4)
• nodesColumn (str, optional) – name of the column in gdf_pipes containing a
tuple (startNode, endNode) with the name of the nodes being strings, defaults to ‘nodes’
• diamColumn (str, optional) – name of the column in gdf_pipes containing the
diameters of the pipelines in m, defaults to ‘diam’
• nbPipesColumn (str, optional) – name of the column in gdf_pipes containing
the number of parallel pipes along a connection (maximum parallel pipes: 2), defaults
to ‘nbPipes’
• line_scaling (int, optional) – scaling factor for line width, defaults to 1
• gdf_regions (geopandas GeoDataFrame, optional) – GeoDataFrame
for background plotting, defaults to None
• pressureLevels
(dictionary or series with keys/ indices
being the nodes of the network, optional) – pressure levels at each
node for one scenario/ timestep, defaults to None
• pMin (int, optional) – minimum pressure of colorbar, defaults to 50
• pMax (int, optional) – maximum pressure of colorbar, defaults to 100
• cmap (str, optional) – colormap name, defaults to ‘Spectral_r’
• cbxShift (float, optional) – colorbar x shift, defaults to 0.32
• cbyShift (float, optional) – colorbar y shift, defaults to 0.08
• cbWidth (float, optional) – colorbar width, defaults to 0.4
• fontsize (int, optional) – fontsize of legend and colorbar, defaults to 10
• cbTitle (str, optional) – colorbar title, defaults to ‘Pressure [bar]’
Returns tuple (fig, ax)
Return type
• fig: matplotlib figure
• ax: matplotlib axis
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Myopic Transformation Pathways
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
transformationPath.optimizeSimpleMyopic(esM, startYear, endYear=None, nbOfSteps=None,
nbOfRepresentedYears=None, timeSeriesAggregation=True, numberOfTypicalPeriods=7, numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod=24,
logFileName=”,
threads=3, solver=’gurobi’, timeLimit=None,
optimizationSpecs=”,
warmstart=False,
CO2Reference=366, CO2ReductionTargets=None,
saveResults=True, trackESMs=True)
Optimization function for myopic approach. For each optimization run, the newly installed capacities will be
given as a stock (with capacityFix) to the next optimization run.
Parameters
• esM (esM - EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance
representing the energy system which should be optimized by considering the transformation pathway (myopic foresight).
• startYear (int) – year of the first optimization
Default arguments:
Parameters
• endYear (int) – year of the last optimization
• nbOfSteps (int or None) – number of optimization runs excluding the start year
(minimum number of optimization runs is 2: one optimization for the start year and one
for the end year). * the default value is None
• noOfRepresentedYears – number of years represented by one optimization run *
the default value is None
• timeSeriesAggregation (boolean) – states if the optimization of the energy
system model should be done with
(a) the full time series (False) or
(b) clustered time series data (True).
* the default value is False
• numberOfTypicalPeriods (strictly positive integer) – states the
number of typical periods into which the time series data should be clustered. The
number of time steps per period must be an integer multiple of the total number of considered time steps in the energy system. This argument is used if timeSeriesAggregation
is set to True. Note: Please refer to the tsam package documentation of the parameter
noTypicalPeriods for more information. * the default value is 7
• numberOfTimeStepsPerPeriod (strictly positive integer) – states
the number of time steps per period * the default value is 24
• CO2Reference (float) – gives the reference value of the CO2 emission to which
the reduction should be applied to. The default value refers to the emissions of 1990
within the electricity sector (366kt CO2_eq) * the default value is 366
• CO2ReductionTargets (list of strictly positive integer or
None) – specifies the CO2 reduction targets for all optimization periods. If specified,
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the length of the list must equal the number of optimization steps, and an object of the
sink class which counts the CO2 emission is required. * the default value is None
• saveResults (boolean) – specifies if the results are saves in excelfiles or not. *
the default value is True
• trackESMs (boolean) – specifies if the energy system model instances of each
model run should be stored in a dictionary or not. It´s not recommended to track the
ESMs if the model is quite big. * the default value is True
Returns myopicResults: Store all optimization outputs in a dictionary for further analyses. If
trackESMs is set to false, nothing is returned.
Return type dict of all optimized instances of the EnergySystemModel class or None.
transformationPath.getStock(esM, mileStoneYear, nbOfRepresentedYears)
Function for determining the stock of all considered technologies for the next optimization period. If the technical lifetime is expired, the fixed capacities of the concerned components are set to 0.
Parameters
• mileStoneYear (int) – Last year of the optimization period
• nbOfRepresentativeYears (int) – Number of years within one optimization
period.
Returns EnergySystemModel instance including the installed capacities of the previous optimization runs.
Return type EnergySystemModel instance
Input Output Management
FINE provides additional functionalities for input/output management. These include, e.g., plotting functions, saving
results in excel files, storing input and output data in netCDF files, and the exploitation of the optimized energy system.
Input Output Management
Standard inputs and outputs
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
standardIO.timer(func)
Wrapper around a function to track the time taken by the function.
Parameters func – Function
Note: Usage as a decorator before a function -> @timer
standardIO.writeOptimizationOutputToExcel(esM, outputFileName=’scenarioOutput’, optSumOutputLevel=2, optValOutputLevel=1)
Write optimization output to an Excel file.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance in which
the optimized model is hold
• outputFileName (string) – name of the Excel output file (without .xlsx ending)
* the default value is ‘scenarioOutput’
1.2. User Guide
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• optSumOutputLevel (int (0,1,2) or dict) – output level of the optimization summary (see EnergySystemModel). Either an integer (0,1,2) which holds for all
model classes or a dictionary with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1,2) for
each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . } * the default value is 2
• optValOutputLevel (int (0,1) or dict) – output level of the optimal
values. Either an integer (0,1) which holds for all model classes or a dictionary
with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1) for each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . }
– 0: all values are kept.
– 1: Lines containing only zeroes are dropped.
* the default value is 1
standardIO.readEnergySystemModelFromExcel(fileName=’scenarioInput.xlsx’,
gine=’openpyxl’)
Read energy system model from excel file.

en-

Default arguments:
Parameters
• fileName (string) – excel file name or path (including .xlsx ending) * the default
value is ‘scenarioInput.xlsx’
• engine (string) – Used engine for reading the excel file. Please consider that the
corresponding python package has to be installed. openpyxl and xlrd are already part
of the requirements of FINE. For further information see the documentation of pandas.read_excel().
– ’openpyxl’ supports newer Excel file formats
– ’xlrd’ supports old-style Excel files (.xls)
– ’odf’ supports OpenDocument file formats (.odf, .ods, .odt)
* the default value is ‘openpyxl’.
Returns esM, esMData - an EnergySystemModel class instance and general esMData as a Series
standardIO.energySystemModelRunFromExcel(fileName=’scenarioInput.xlsx’,
gine=’openpyxl’)
Run an energy system model from excel file.

en-

Default arguments:
Parameters
• fileName (string) – excel file name or path (including .xlsx ending) * the default
value is ‘scenarioInput.xlsx’
• engine (string) – Used engine for reading the excel file. Please consider that the
corresponding python package has to be installed. openpyxl and xlrd are already part
of the requirements of FINE. For further information see the documentation of pandas.read_excel().
– ’openpyxl’ supports newer Excel file formats
– ’xlrd’ supports old-style Excel files (.xls)
– ’odf’ supports OpenDocument file formats (.odf, .ods, .odt)
* the default value is ‘openpyxl’.
Returns esM - an EnergySystemModel class instance and general esMData as a Series
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standardIO.readOptimizationOutputFromExcel(esM, fileName=’scenarioOutput.xlsx’, engine=’openpyxl’)
Read optimization output from an excel file.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance which
includes the setting of the optimized model
Default arguments:
Parameters
• fileName (string) – excel file name oder path (including .xlsx ending) to an execl
file written by writeOptimizationOutputToExcel() * the default value is ‘scenarioOutput.xlsx’
• engine (string) – Used engine for reading the excel file. Please consider that the
corresponding python package has to be installed. openpyxl and xlrd are already part
of the requirements of FINE. For further information see the documentation of pandas.read_excel().
– ’openpyxl’ supports newer Excel file formats
– ’xlrd’ supports old-style Excel files (.xls)
– ’odf’ supports OpenDocument file formats (.odf, .ods, .odt)
* the default value is ‘openpyxl’.
Returns esM - an EnergySystemModel class instance
standardIO.getDualValues(pyM)
Get dual values of an optimized pyomo instance.
Parameters pyM (pyomo Concrete Model) – optimized pyomo instance
Returns Pandas Series with dual values
standardIO.getShadowPrices(esM, constraint, dualValues=None, hasTimeSeries=False, periodOccurrences=None, periodsOrder=None)
Get dual values of constraint (“shadow prices”).
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – considered energy system
model
• constraint
(pyomo.core.base.constraint.SimpleConstraint)
– constraint from which the dual values should be obtained (e.g.
pyM.commodityBalanceConstraint)
• dualValues (None or Series) – dual values of the optimized model instance.
If it is not specified, it is set by using the function getDualValues(). * the default value
is None
• hasTimeSeries (bool) – If the constaint is time dependent, this parameter concatenates the dual values to a full time series (particularly usefull if time series aggregation
was considered). * the default value is False
• periodOccurrences (list or None) – Only required if hasTimeSeries is set
to True. * the default value is None
• periodsOrder (list or None) – Only required if hasTimeSeries is set to True.
* the default value is None
Returns Pandas Series with the dual values of the specified constraint
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standardIO.plotOperation(esM, compName, loc, locTrans=None, tMin=0, tMax=-1, variableName=’operationVariablesOptimum’, xlabel=’time step’, ylabel=’operation time series’, figsize=(12, 4), color=’k’, fontsize=12,
save=False, fileName=’operation.png’, dpi=200, **kwargs)
Plot operation time series of a component at a location.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – considered energy system
model
• compName (string) – component name
• loc (string) – location
Default arguments:
Parameters
• locTrans (string) – second location, required when Transmission components are
plotted * the default value is None
• tMin (integer) – first time step to be plotted (starting from 0) * the default value is
0
• tMax (integer) – last time step to be plotted * the default value is -1 (i.e. the last
available index)
• variableName (string) – name of the operation time series. Checkout the component model class to see which options are available. * the default value is ‘operationVariablesOptimum’
• xlabel (string) – x-label of the plot * the default value is ‘time step’
• ylabel (string) – y-label of the plot * the default value is ‘operation time series’
• figsize (tuple of positive floats) – figure size in inches * the default
value is (12,4)
• color (string) – color of the operation line * the default value is ‘k’
• fontsize (positive float) – font size of the axis * the default value is 12
• save (boolean) – indicates if figure should be saved * the default value is False
• fileName (string) – output file name * the default value is ‘operation.png’
• dpi (scalar > 0) – resolution in dots per inch * the default value is 200
standardIO.plotOperationColorMap(esM,
compName,
loc,
locTrans=None,
nbPeriods=365,
nbTimeStepsPerPeriod=24,
variableName=’operationVariablesOptimum’,
cmap=’viridis’,
vmin=0, vmax=-1, xlabel=’period’, ylabel=’timestep per period’, zlabel=”, figsize=(12, 4), fontsize=12, save=False, fileName=”, xticks=None, yticks=None, xticklabels=None, yticklabels=None, monthlabels=False, dpi=200, pad=0.12, aspect=15, fraction=0.2, orientation=’horizontal’, **kwargs)
Plot operation time series of a component at a location.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – considered energy system
model
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• compName (string) – component name
• loc (string) – location
Default arguments:
Parameters
• locTrans (string) – second location, required when Transmission components are
plotted * the default value is None
• nbPeriods (integer) – number of periods to be plotted * the default value is 365
• nbTimeStepsPerPeriod (integer) – time steps per period to be plotted (nbPeriods*nbTimeStepsPerPeriod=length of time series) * the default value is 24
• variableName (string) – name of the operation time series. Checkout the component model class to see which options are available. * the default value is ‘operationVariablesOptimum’
• cmap (string) – heat map (color map) (see matplotlib options) * the default value is
‘viridis’
• vmin (integer) – minimum value in heat map * the default value is 0
• vmax (integer) – maximum value in heat map. If -1, vmax is set to the maximum
value of the operation time series. * the default value is -1
• xlabel (string) – x-label of the plot * the default value is ‘day’
• ylabel (string) – y-label of the plot * the default value is ‘hour’
• zlabel (string) – z-label of the plot * the default value is ‘operation’
• figsize (tuple of positive floats) – figure size in inches * the default
value is (12,4)
• fontsize (positive float) – font size of the axis * the default value is 12
• save (boolean) – indicates if figure should be saved * the default value is False
• fileName (string) – output file name * the default value is ‘operation.png’
• xticks (list) – user specified ticks of the x axis * the default value is None
• yticks (list) – user specified ticks of the ý axis * the default value is None
• xticklabels (list) – user specified tick labels of the x axis * the default value is
None
• yticklabels (list) – user specified tick labels of the ý axis * the default value is
None
• monthlabels (boolean) – specifies if month labels are to be plotted (only works
correctly if 365 days are specified as the number of periods) * the default value is False
• dpi (scalar > 0) – resolution in dots per inch * the default value is 200
• pad (float) – pad parameter of colorbar * the default value is 0.12
• aspect (float) – aspect parameter of colorbar * the default value is 15
• fraction (float) – fraction parameter of colorbar * the default value is 0.2
• orientation (float) – orientation parameter of colorbar * the default value is
‘horizontal’
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standardIO.plotLocations(locationsShapeFileName,
indexColumn,
plotLocNames=False,
crs=’epsg:3035’, faceColor=’none’, edgeColor=’black’, fig=None,
ax=None, linewidth=0.5, figsize=(6, 6), fontsize=12, save=False,
fileName=”, dpi=200, **kwargs)
Plot locations from a shape file.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• locationsShapeFileName (string) – file name or path to a shape file
• indexColumn (string) – name of the column in which the location indices are
stored
Default arguments:
Parameters
• plotLocNames (boolean) – indicates if the names of the locations should be plotted * the default value is False
• crs (string) – coordinate reference system * the default value is ‘epsg:3035’
• faceColor (string) – face color of the plot * the default value is ‘none’
• edgeColor (string) – edge color of the plot * the default value is ‘black’
• fig (matplotlib Figure) – None or figure to which the plot should be added *
the default value is None
• ax (matplotlib Axis) – None or ax to which the plot should be added * the default
value is None
• linewidth (positive float) – linewidth of the plot * the default value is 0.5
• figsize (tuple of positive floats) – figure size in inches * the default
value is (6,6)
• fontsize (positive float) – font size of the axis * the default value is 12
• save (boolean) – indicates if figure should be saved * the default value is False
• fileName (string) – output file name * the default value is ‘operation.png’
• dpi (scalar > 0) – resolution in dots per inch * the default value is 200
standardIO.plotTransmission(esM, compName, transmissionShapeFileName, loc0, loc1,
crs=’epsg:3035’,
variableName=’capacityVariablesOptimum’,
color=’k’, loc=7, alpha=0.5, ax=None, fig=None, linewidth=10,
figsize=(6, 6), fontsize=12, save=False, fileName=”, dpi=200,
**kwargs)
Plot build transmission lines from a shape file.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – considered energy system
model
• compName (string) – component name
• transmissionShapeFileName (string) – file name or path to a shape file
• loc0 (string) – name of the column in which the location indices are stored (e.g.
start/end of line)
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• loc1 (string) – name of the column in which the location indices are stored (e.g.
end/start of line)
Default arguments:
Parameters
• crs (string) – coordinate reference system * the default value is ‘epsg:3035’
• variableName (string) – parameter for plotting installed capacity (‘capacityVariablesOptimum’) or operation (‘operationVariablesOptimum’). * the default value is
‘capacityVariablesOptimum’
• color (string) – color of the transmission line * the default value is ‘k’
• loc (0 <= integer <= 10) – location of the legend in the plot * the default value
is 7
• alpha (0 <= scalar <= 1) – transparency of the legend * the default value is 0.5
• fig (matplotlib Figure) – None or figure to which the plot should be added *
the default value is None
• ax (matplotlib Axis) – None or ax to which the plot should be added * the default
value is None
• linewidth (positive float) – line width of the plot * the default value is 0.5
• figsize (tuple of positive floats) – figure size in inches * the default
value is (6,6)
• fontsize (positive float) – font size of the axis * the default value is 12
• save (boolean) – indicates if figure should be saved * the default value is False
• fileName (string) – output file name * the default value is ‘operation.png’
• dpi (scalar > 0) – resolution in dots per inch * the default value is 200
standardIO.plotLocationalColorMap(esM, compName, locationsShapeFileName, indexColumn,
perArea=True, areaFactor=1000.0, crs=’epsg:3035’, variableName=’capacityVariablesOptimum’,
doSum=False,
cmap=’viridis’, vmin=0, vmax=-1, zlabel=None, figsize=(6,
6), fontsize=12, save=False, fileName=’capacity.png’,
dpi=200, **kwargs)
Plot the data of a component for each location.
Required arguments:
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – considered energy system
model
• compName (string) – component name
• locationsShapeFileName (string) – file name or path to a shape file
• indexColumn (string) – name of the column in which the location indices are
stored
Default arguments:
Parameters
• perArea (boolean) – indicates if the capacity should be given per area * the default
value is False
• areaFactor (scalar > 0) – meter * areaFactor = km –> areaFactor = 1e3 (–>
capacity/km) * the default value is 1e3
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• crs (string) – coordinate reference system * the default value is ‘epsg:3035’
• variableName (string) – parameter for plotting installed capacity (‘capacityVariablesOptimum’) or operation (‘operationVariablesOptimum’). In case of plotting the
operation, set the parameter doSum to True. * the default value is ‘capacityVariablesOptimum’
• doSum (boolean) – indicates if the variable has to be summarized for the location
(e.g. for operation variables) * the default value is False
• cmap (string) – heat map (color map) (see matplotlib options) * the default value is
‘viridis’
• vmin (integer) – minimum value in heat map * the default value is 0
• vmax (integer) – maximum value in heat map. If -1, vmax is set to the maximum
value of the operation time series. * the default value is -1
• zlabel (string) – z-label of the plot * the default value is ‘operation’
• figsize (tuple of positive floats) – figure size in inches * the default
value is (12,4)
• fontsize (positive float) – font size of the axis * the default value is 12
• save (boolean) – indicates if figure should be saved * the default value is False
• fileName (string) – output file name * the default value is ‘capacity.png’
• dpi (scalar > 0) – resolution in dots per inch * the default value is 200
Exploit Output
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
exploitOutput.getSimultaneosChargeDischarge(esM, compName, threshold=0.0)
Get operation time series in which simultaneous charging and discharging occurs.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel class instance) – EnergySystemModel instance
representing the energy system in which the component should be modeled.
• compName (string) – component name
• threshold (float) – threshold for check of simultaneous operation * the default
value is 0.0
Returns simultaneousOperation: Dictionary with region as keys and pd.DataFrame as value, in
which timesteps with simultaneous charge and discharge are listed.
Rtype simultaneousChargeDischarge dict
xarray: inputs and outputs
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
xarrayIO.convertOptimizationInputToDatasets(esM)
Takes esM instance input and converts it into xarray datasets.
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Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance in
which the model is held
Returns xr_ds - esM instance data in xarray dataset format
Return type xarray.dataset
xarrayIO.convertOptimizationOutputToDatasets(esM, optSumOutputLevel=0, optValOutputLevel=1)
Takes esM instance output and converts it into an xarray dataset.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance in which
the optimized model is held
• optSumOutputLevel (int (0,1,2) or dict) – Output level of the optimization summary (see EnergySystemModel). Either an integer (0,1,2) which holds for all
model classes or a dictionary with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1,2) for
each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . } * the default value is 2
• optValOutputLevel (int (0,1) or dict) – Output level of the optimal
values. Either an integer (0,1) which holds for all model classes or a dictionary
with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1) for each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . }
– 0: all values are kept.
– 1: Lines containing only zeroes are dropped.
* the default value is 1
Returns xr_ds - EnergySystemModel instance output data in xarray dataset format
Return type xarray.dataset
xarrayIO.writeDatasetsToNetCDF(datasets, outputFilePath=’my_esm.nc’, removeExisting=False,
mode=’a’, groupPrefix=None)
Saves dictionary of xarray datasets (with esM instance data) to a netCDF file.
Required arguments:
Parameters datasets (Dict[xr.Dataset]) – The xarray datasets holding all data required
to set up an esM instance.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• outputFilePath (string) – output file name of the netCDF file (can include full
path) * the default value is “my_esm.nc”
• removeExisting (boolean) – indicates if an existing netCDF file should be removed * the default value is False
• mode (string) – Write (‘w’) or append (‘a’) mode.
– If mode=’w’, any existing file at this location will be overwritten.
– If mode=’a’, existing variables will be overwritten.
* the default value is ‘a’
• groupPrefix (string) – if specified, multiple xarray datasets (with esM instance data) are saved to the same netcdf file. The dictionary structure is then
{group_prefix}/{group}/{. . . } instead of {group}/{. . . } * the default value is None
xarrayIO.convertDatasetsToEnergySystemModel(datasets)
Takes dictionary of xarray datasets (with esM instance data) and converts it to an esM instance.
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Parameters datasets (Dict[xr.Dataset]) – The xarray datasets holding all data required
to set up an esM instance.
Returns esM - EnergySystemModel instance
Return type EnergySystemModel instance
xarrayIO.writeEnergySystemModelToNetCDF(esM, outputFilePath=’my_esm.nc’, overwriteExisting=False, optSumOutputLevel=0, optValOutputLevel=1, groupPrefix=None)
Write energySystemModel (input and if exists, output) to netCDF file.
Parameters
• esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance in which
the model is held
• outputFilePath – output file name (can include full path) * the default value is
“my_esm.nc”
• overwriteExisting – Overwrite existing netCDF file * the default value is False
• optSumOutputLevel (int (0,1,2) or dict) – Output level of the optimization summary (see EnergySystemModel). Either an integer (0,1,2) which holds for all
model classes or a dictionary with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1,2) for
each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . } * the default value is 2
• optValOutputLevel (int (0,1) or dict) – Output level of the optimal
values. Either an integer (0,1) which holds for all model classes or a dictionary
with model class names as keys and an integer (0,1) for each key (e.g. {‘StorageModel’:1,’SourceSinkModel’:1,. . . }
– 0: all values are kept.
– 1: Lines containing only zeroes are dropped.
* the default value is 1
• groupPrefix – if specified, multiple xarray datasets (with esM instance
data) are saved to the same netcdf file.
The dictionary structure is then
{group_prefix}/{group}/{. . . } instead of {group}/{. . . } * the default value is None
Returns Nested dictionary containing xr.Dataset with all result values for each component.
Return type Dict[str, Dict[str, xr.Dataset]]
xarrayIO.writeEnergySystemModelToDatasets(esM)
Converts esM instance (input and output) into a xarray dataset.
Parameters esM (EnergySystemModel instance) – EnergySystemModel instance in
which the optimized model is held
Returns xr_dss_results - esM instance (input and output) data in xarray dataset format
Return type xr.DataSet
xarrayIO.readNetCDFToDatasets(filePath=’my_esm.nc’, groupPrefix=None)
Read optimization results from grouped netCDF file to dictionary of xr.Datasets.
Parameters
• filePath (string) – output file name of netCDF file (can include full path) * the
default value is “my_esm.nc”
• groupPrefix (string) – if specified, multiple xarray datasets (with esM instance data) are saved to the same netcdf file. The dictionary structure is then
{group_prefix}/{group}/{. . . } instead of {group}/{. . . } * the default value is None
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Returns Nested dictionary containing an xr.Dataset with all result values for each component.
Return type Nested dict
xarrayIO.readNetCDFtoEnergySystemModel(filePath, groupPrefix=None)
Converts netCDF file into an EnergySystemModel instance.
Parameters filePath (string) – file name of netCDF file (can include full path) in which the
esM data is stored * the default value is “my_esm.nc”
Returns EnergySystemModel instance
Return type EnergySystemModel instance
Aggregations
FINE aggregations modules provide additional functionalities for reducing the complexity of spatially highly-resolved
models.
Aggregations Modules
Spatial Aggregation
The provided functions for the spatial aggregation of the modelled energy systems in FINE enables the reduction of
the complexity of spatially highly-resolved models by merging regions.
Spatial Aggregation modules
Aggregation
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
Functions to aggregate region data for a reduced set of regions obtained as a result of spatial grouping of regions.
aggregation.aggregate_geometries(xr_data_array_in, sub_to_sup_region_id_dict)
For each region group, aggregates their geometries to form one super geometry.
Parameters
• xr_data_array_in (xr.DataArray) – subset of the xarray dataset data that corresponds to geometry variable
• sub_to_sup_region_id_dict (Dict[str, List[str]]) – Dictionary
new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of regions
– Ex.: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’],
’03_reg_04_reg’: [‘03_reg’,’04_reg’]}
Returns
xr_data_array_out
• Contains new geometries as values
• Coordinates correspond to new regions
(In the above example, ‘01_reg_02_reg’, ‘03_reg_04_reg’ form new coordinates)
Return type xr.DataArray
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aggregation.aggregate_time_series_spatially(xr_data_array_in,
sub_to_sup_region_id_dict,
xr_weight_array=None)
For each region group, aggregates the given time series variable.
Parameters

mode=’mean’,

• xr_data_array_in (xr.DataArray) – subset of the xarray dataset data that corresponds to a time series variable
• sub_to_sup_region_id_dict (Dict[str, List[str]]) – Dictionary
new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of regions
– Ex.: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’],
’03_reg_04_reg’: [‘03_reg’,’04_reg’]}
Default arguments:
Parameters
• mode (str, one of {"mean", "weighted mean", "sum"}) – Specifies
how the time series should be aggregated * the default value is ‘mean’
• xr_weight_array (xr.DataArray) – Required if mode is “weighted mean”.
xr_weight_array in this case would provide weights. The dimensions and coordinates
of it should be same as xr_data_array_in * the default value is None
Returns
xr_data_array_out
• Contains aggregated time series as values
• Coordinates correspond to new regions
(In the above example, ‘01_reg_02_reg’, ‘03_reg_04_reg’ form new coordinates)
Return type xr.DataArray
aggregation.aggregate_values_spatially(xr_data_array_in,
mode=’mean’)
For each region group, aggregates the given 1d variable.
Parameters

sub_to_sup_region_id_dict,

• xr_data_array_in (xr.DataArray) – subset of the xarray dataset data that corresponds to a 1d variable
• sub_to_sup_region_id_dict (Dict[str, List[str]]) – Dictionary
new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of regions
– Ex.: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’],
’03_reg_04_reg’: [‘03_reg’,’04_reg’]}
Default arguments:
Parameters mode (str, one of {"mean", "sum", "bool"}) – Specifies how the values should be aggregated * the default value is ‘mean’
Returns
xr_data_array_out
• Contains aggregated 1d variable as values
• Coordinates correspond to new regions
(In the above example, ‘01_reg_02_reg’, ‘03_reg_04_reg’ form new coordinates)
Return type xr.DataArray
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aggregation.aggregate_connections(xr_data_array_in,
mode=’bool’)
For each region group, aggregates the given 2d variable.
Parameters

sub_to_sup_region_id_dict,

• xr_data_array_in (xr.DataArray) – subset of the xarray dataset that corresponds to a 2d variable
• sub_to_sup_region_id_dict (Dict[str, List[str]]) – Dictionary
new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of regions
– Ex.: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’],
’03_reg_04_reg’: [‘03_reg’,’04_reg’]}
Default arguments:
Parameters mode (str, one of {"bool", "mean", "sum"}) – Specifies how the
connections should be aggregated * the default value is ‘bool’
Returns
xr_data_array_out
• Contains aggregated 2d variable as values
• Coordinates correspond to new regions
(In the above example, ‘01_reg_02_reg’, ‘03_reg_04_reg’ form new coordinates)
Return type xr.DataArray
aggregation.aggregate_based_on_sub_to_sup_region_id_dict(xarray_datasets,
sub_to_sup_region_id_dict,
aggregation_function_dict=None)
After spatial grouping, for each region group, spatially aggregates the data.
Parameters
• xarray_datasets (Dict[str, xr.Dataset]) – The dictionary of xarray
datasets holding esM’s info
• sub_to_sup_region_id_dict (Dict[str, List[str]]) – Dictionary
new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of regions
– Ex.: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’],
’03_reg_04_reg’: [‘03_reg’,’04_reg’]}
Default arguments:
Parameters aggregation_function_dict
(Dict[str, Tuple(str, None/
str)]) – Contains information regarding the mode of aggregation for each individual
variable.
• Possibilities: mean, weighted mean, sum, bool(boolean OR).
• Format of the dictionary:
{<variable_name>: (<mode_of_aggregation>, <weights>),
<variable_name>: (<mode_of_aggregation>, None)}
<weights> is required only if <mode_of_aggregation> is ‘weighted mean’. The name
of the variable that should act as weights should be provided. Can be None otherwise.
* the default value is ‘bool’
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Returns
aggregated_xr_dataset
• New xarray dataset with aggregated information
• Coordinates correspond to new regions
(In the above example, ‘01_reg_02_reg’, ‘03_reg_04_reg’ form new coordinates)
Return type xr.Dataset
Grouping
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
Grouping algorithms determine how to reduce the number of input regions to fewer regions while minimizing information loss.
grouping.perform_string_based_grouping(regions, separator=None, position=None)
Groups regions based on their names/ids.
Parameters regions (List[str]/np.array(str)) – List or array of region names.
Ex.: [‘01_es’, ‘02_es’, ‘01_de’, ‘02_de’, ‘03_de’]
Default arguments:
Parameters
• separator (str) – The character or string in the region IDs that defines where the
ID should be split
– Ex.: ‘_’ would split the above IDs at _ and take the last part (‘es’, ‘de’) as the group
ID
* the default value is None
• position (int/tuple) – Used to define the position(s) of the region IDs where the
split should happen. An int i would mean the part from 0 to i is taken as the group ID.
A tuple (i,j) would mean the part i to j is taken at the group ID. * the default value is
None
Returns
sub_to_sup_region_id_dict - Dictionary new regions’ ids and their corresponding group of
regions
• Ex.: {‘es’ : [‘01_es’, ‘02_es’] , ‘de’ : [‘01_de’, ‘02_de’, ‘03_de’]}
Return type Dict[str, List[str]]
grouping.perform_distance_based_grouping(geom_xr, n_groups=3)
Groups regions based on the regions’ centroid distances, using sklearn’s hierarchical clustering.
Parameters geom_xr (xr.Dataset) – The xarray dataset holding the geom info
Default arguments:
Parameters n_groups (strictly positive int) – The number of region groups to be
formed from the original region set * the default value is 3
Returns
aggregation_dict - A nested dictionary containing results of spatial grouping at various levels/number of groups
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• Ex.: {3: {‘01_reg’: [‘01_reg’], ‘02_reg’: [‘02_reg’], ‘03_reg’: [‘03_reg’]},
2: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’, ‘02_reg’], ‘03_reg’: [‘03_reg’]},
1: {‘01_reg_02_reg_03_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’,’03_reg’]}}
Return type Dict[int, Dict[str, List[str]]]
grouping.perform_parameter_based_grouping(xarray_datasets,
n_groups=3,
aggregation_method=’kmedoids_contiguity’,
weights=None, solver=’gurobi’)
Groups regions based on the Energy System Model instance’s data. This data may consist of
a. regional time series variables such as operationRateMax of PVs
b. regional values such as capacityMax of PVs
c. connection values such as distances of DC Cables
d. values constant across all regions such as CommodityConversionFactors
All variables that vary across regions (a,b, and c) belonging to different ESM components are considered while
determining similarity between regions.
Parameters xarray_datasets (Dict[str, xr.Dataset]) – The dictionary of xarray
datasets holding esM’s info
Default arguments:
Parameters
• n_groups (strictly positive int) – The number of region groups to be
formed from the original region set * the default value is 3
• aggregation_method (str) – The clustering method that should be used to group
the regions. Options:
– ’kmedoids_contiguity’:
kmedoids clustering with added contiguity constraint
Refer to TSAM docs for more info: https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/
tsam/blob/master/tsam/utils/k_medoids_contiguity.py
– ’hierarchical’:
sklearn’s agglomerative clustering with complete linkage, with a connetivity matrix to ensure contiguity
Refer to Sklearn docs for more info: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.AgglomerativeClustering.html
* the default value is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’
• weights (Dict) – Through the weights dictionary, one can assign weights to variablecomponent pairs. When calculating distance corresonding to each variable-component
pair, these specified weights are considered, otherwise taken as 1. It must be in one of
the formats:
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables and particular corresponding
components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ :
List[<variable_name>] }
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables, but all corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : {‘all’ : <weight>}, ‘variables’ : List[<variable_name>]
}
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– If you want to specify weights for all variables, but particular corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ : ‘all’
}
<weight> can be of type int/float * the default value is None
• solver (str) – The optimization solver to be chosen. Relevant only if aggregation_method is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’ * the default value is ‘gurobi’
Returns
aggregation_dict - A nested dictionary containing results of spatial grouping at various levels/number of groups
• Ex.: {3: {‘01_reg’: [‘01_reg’], ‘02_reg’: [‘02_reg’], ‘03_reg’: [‘03_reg’]},
2: {‘01_reg_02_reg’: [‘01_reg’, ‘02_reg’], ‘03_reg’: [‘03_reg’]},
1: {‘01_reg_02_reg_03_reg’: [‘01_reg’,’02_reg’,’03_reg’]}}
Return type Dict[int, Dict[str, List[str]]]
Manager
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
Manager function that calls spatial grouping and aggregation algorithm.
manager.perform_spatial_aggregation(xr_datasets,
shapefile,
grouping_mode=’parameter_based’, n_groups=3, aggregatedResultsPath=None, **kwargs)
Performs spatial grouping of regions (by calling the functions in grouping.py) and then representation of the
data within each region group (by calling functions in representation.py).
Parameters
• xr_datasets (str/Dict[str, xr.Dataset]) – Either the path to .netCDF
file or the read-in xarray datasets
– Dimensions in the datasets: ‘time’, ‘space’, ‘space_2’
• shapefile (str/GeoDataFrame) – Either the path to the shapefile or the read-in
shapefile
Default arguments:
Parameters
• grouping_mode
(str, one of {'parameter_based',
'string_based', 'distance_based'}) – Defines how to spatially group
the regions. Refer to grouping.py for more information. * the default value is
‘parameter_based’
• n_groups (strictly positive int) – The number of region groups to be
formed from the original region set. This parameter is irrelevant if grouping_mode
is ‘string_based’. * the default value is 3
• aggregatedResultsPath (str) – Indicates path to which the aggregated results
should be saved. If None, results are not saved. * the default value is None
Additional keyword arguments that can be passed via kwargs:
Parameters
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• geom_col_name (str) – The geomtry column name in shapefile * the default value
is ‘geometry’
• geom_id_col_name (str) – The colum in shapefile consisting geom IDs * the
default value is ‘index’
• geom_id_col_name – The colum in shapefile consisting geom IDs * the default
value is ‘index’
• separator (str) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘string_based’. The character
or string in the region IDs that defines where the ID should be split.
E.g.: region IDs -> [‘01_es’, ‘02_es’] and separator=’_’, then IDs are split at _ and the
last part (‘es’) is taken as the group ID
* the default value is None
• position (int/tuple) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘string_based’. Used
to define the position(s) of the region IDs where the split should happen. An int i would
mean the part from 0 to i is taken as the group ID. A tuple (i,j) would mean the part i to
j is taken at the group ID.
Note:
either separator or position must be passed in order to perform
string_based_grouping
* the default value is None
• weights (Dict) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’. Through
the weights dictionary, one can assign weights to variable-component pairs. When calculating distance corresonding to each variable-component pair, these specified weights
are considered, otherwise taken as 1.
It must be in one of the formats:
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables and particular corresponding
components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ :
List[<variable_name>] }
– If you want to specify weights for particular variables, but all corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : {‘all’ : <weight>}, ‘variables’ : List[<variable_name>]
}
– If you want to specify weights for all variables, but particular corresponding components:
{ ‘components’ : Dict[<component_name>, <weight>}], ‘variables’ : ‘all’
}
<weight> can be of type int/float * the default value is None
• aggregation_method
(str, one of {'kmedoids_contiguity',
'hierarchical'}) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’. The
clustering method that should be used to group the regions. Options:
– ’kmedoids_contiguity’: kmedoids clustering with added contiguity constraint.
Refer to TSAM docs for more info: https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/tsam/
blob/master/tsam/utils/k_medoids_contiguity.py
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– ’hierarchical’: sklearn’s agglomerative clustering with complete linkage, with
a connetivity matrix to ensure contiguity. Refer to Sklearn docs for
more info: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.
AgglomerativeClustering.html
* the default value is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’
• solver (str) – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’ and aggregation_method is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’. The optimization solver to be chosen. * the
default value is ‘gurobi’
• solver – Relevant only if grouping_mode is ‘parameter_based’ and aggregation_method is ‘kmedoids_contiguity’. The optimization solver to be chosen. * the
default value is ‘gurobi’
• aggregation_function_dict (Dict[str, Tuple(str, None/str)])
–
– Contains information regarding the mode of aggregation for each individual variable.
– Possibilities: mean, weighted mean, sum, bool (boolean OR).
– Format of the dictionary:
{<variable_name>:
(<mode_of_aggregation>,
able_name>: (<mode_of_aggregation>, None)}

<weights>),

<vari-

<weights> is required only if <mode_of_aggregation> is ‘weighted mean’. The
name of the variable that should act as weights should be provided. Can be None
otherwise.

Note: A default dictionary is considered with the following corresponding modes.
If aggregation_function_dict is passed, this default dictionary is updated. The default
dicitionary:
{
“operationRateMax”: (“weighted mean”, “capacityMax”),
”operationRateFix”: (“sum”, None),
”locationalEligibility”: (“bool”, None),
”capacityMax”: (“sum”, None),
”investPerCapacity”: (“mean”, None),
”investIfBuilt”: (“bool”, None),
”opexPerOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerCapacity”: (“mean”, None),
”opexIfBuilt”: (“bool”, None),
”interestRate”: (“mean”, None),
”economicLifetime”: (“mean”, None),
”capacityFix”: (“sum”, None),
”losses”: (“mean”, None),
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”distances”: (“mean”, None),
”commodityCost”: (“mean”, None),
”commodityRevenue”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerChargeOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”opexPerDischargeOperation”: (“mean”, None),
”QPcostScale”: (“sum”, None),
”technicalLifetime”: (“mean”, None)
}
* the default value is None
• aggregated_shp_name (str) – Name to be given to the saved shapefiles after
aggregation * the default value is ‘aggregated_regions’
• crs (int) – Coordinate reference system (crs) in which to save the shapefiles * the
default value is 3035
• aggregated_xr_filename (str) – Name to be given to the saved netCDF file
containing aggregated esM data * the default value is ‘aggregated_xr_dataset.nc’
Returns aggregated_xr_dataset - The xarray datasets holding aggregated data
Return type Dict[str, xr.Dataset]
Technology Aggregation
The provided functions for the technology aggregation of the modelled energy systems in FINE enables the reduction
of the complexity of spatially highly-resolved models by using less time series, e.g., for integrated renewable energy
generators.
Technology Aggregation modules
techAggregation
Descriptions of the basic functions are given below.
Function descriptions:
Aggregation of RE technologies in every region.
techAggregation.aggregate_RE_technology(gridded_RE_ds=None,
CRS_attr=None,
shp_file=None,
non_gridded_RE_ds=None,
n_timeSeries_perRegion=1,
capacity_var_name=’capacity’,
capfac_var_name=’capacity
factor’,
region_var_name=’region’,
longitude_dim_name=’x’,
latitude_dim_name=’y’,
time_dim_name=’time’,
location_dim_name=’locations’,
shp_index_col=’region_ids’,
shp_geometry_col=’geometry’,
linkage=’average’)
Reduces the number of a particular RE technology (e.g. onshore wind turbine) to a desired number, within each
1.2. User Guide
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region.
Note: The explanation below uses wind turbines as an example. It could, in reality, be any variable RE
technology like PV, offshore wind turbine, etc.
The number of simulated wind turbines could be huge. This function reduces them to a few turbine types, in
each of the defined region. Each wind turbine is characterised by its capacity and capacity factor time series.
The basic idea here is to group the turbines, within each region, such that the turbines with most similar capacity
factor time series appear in the same group. Next, the turbines in each group are aggregated to obtain one turbine
type, per group, thereby reducing the total number of turbines.
Please go through the parameters list below for more information.
Default arguments:
Parameters
• gridded_RE_ds (str/xr.Dataset) – Either the path to the dataset or the read-in
xr.Dataset
– Dimensions in this data - latitude_dim_name, longitude_dim_name, and
time_dim_name
– Variables: capacity_var_name and capfac_var_name
• CRS_attr (str) – The attribute in gridded_RE_ds that holds its Coordinate Reference System (CRS) information
• shp_file (str/GeoDataFrame) – Either the path to the shapefile or the read-in
shapefile that should be overlapped with gridded_RE_ds, in order to obtain regions’
information
• non_gridded_RE_ds (str/xr.Dataset) – Either the path to the dataset or the
read-in xr.Dataset
– Dimensions in this data - location_dim_name and time_dim_name
– Variables - capacity_var_name, capfac_var_name, and region_var_name
One can either pass gridded_RE_ds or non_gridded_RE_ds to work with. If both are
passed, gridded_RE_ds is considered
• n_timeSeries_perRegion (strictly positive int) – The number of
time series to which the original set should be aggregated, within each region.
– If set to 1, performs simple aggregation
* Within every region, calculates the weighted mean of RE time series (capacities being weights), and sums the capacities.
– If set to a value greater than 1, time series clustering is employed
* Clustering method: Sklearn’s agglomerative hierarchical clustering
* Distance measure: Euclidean distance
* Aggregation within each resulting cluster is the same as simple aggregation
* the default value is 1
• capacity_var_name (str) – The name of the data variable in the provided dataset
that corresponds to capacity * the default value is ‘capacity’
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• capfac_var_name (str) – The name of the data variable in the provided dataset
that corresponds to capacity factor time series * the default value is ‘capacity factor’
• region_var_name (str) – The name of the data variable in non_gridded_RE_ds
that contains region IDs * the default value is ‘region’
• longitude_dim_name (str) – The dimension name in gridded_RE_ds that corresponds to longitude * the default value is ‘x’
• latitude_dim_name (str) – The dimension name in gridded_RE_ds that corresponds to latitude * the default value is ‘y’
• time_dim_name (str) – The dimension name in in the provided dataset that corresponds to time * the default value is ‘time’
• location_dim_name (str) – The dimension name in non_gridded_RE_ds that
corresponds to locations * the default value is ‘locations’
• shp_index_col (str) – The column in shp_file that needs to be taken as locationindex in gridded_RE_ds * the default value is ‘region_ids’
• shp_geometry_col (str) – The column in shp_file that holds geometries * the
default value is ‘geometry’
• linkage (str) –
– Relevant only if n_timeSeries_perRegion is greater than 1.
– The linkage criterion to be used with agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Can be
‘complete’, ‘single’, etc. Refer to Sklearn’s documentation for more info.
* the default value is ‘average’
Returns
regional_aggregated_RE_ds
• Dimensions in this data: time_dim_name, ‘region_ids’
• The dimension ‘region_ids’ has its coordinates corresponding to shp_index_col if
gridded_RE_ds is passed. Otherwise, it corresponds to region_var_name values
If n_timeSeries_perRegion is greater than 1, additional dimension - ‘TS_ids’ is present *
Within each region, different time series are indicated by this ‘TS_ids’
• In addition, the dataset also contains attributes which indicate which time series were
clustered. Calling represented_RE_ds.attrs would render a dictionary that contains
<region_ids>.<TS_ids> as keys and a list of original locations as values. In case
of gridded_RE_ds, these locations are a tuple - (x/longitude, y/latitude)
Return type xr.Dataset

1.2.3 Tutorial
Tutorial of how to model a small energy system can be found on the github page of FINE in the “examples” folder.
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1.3 FINE’s News Feed
1.3.1 Release version 2.2.2
FINE release (2.2.2) provides new major functionalities:
• Add netCDF compatibility for import and export of EnergySystemModel instances to store input and output
data.
• Add generic spatial aggregation and technology aggregation functions for complexity reduction of models with
high spatial resolution
Black autoformatting was applied to make the source code easier to read and to simplify contributions. Additionally,
the installation guide was revised to make the installation easier to handle.

1.3.2 Release version 2.2.1
FINE release (2.2.1) provides some changes in code including
• compatibility to newer versions of pandas (bugs due to reading .xlsx files are fixed)
• correct zlabel description for plotLocationalColorMap in standardIO.py
• add some more documentation to functions
FINE release (2.2.1) fixes a bug in storage.py
• constraints for chargeOperationMax, chargeOperationFix, disChargeOperationMax and dischargeOperationFix
should be set up without an error message.

1.3.3 Release version 2.2.0
FINE release (2.2.0) provides some changes in code including bug fixes for
• plotOperationColorMap (issubclass error should not occur anymore)
• default solver (default solver is changed to None; it is searched for an available solver if no solver is specified)
• transmission components: capacityMin and opexPerOperation can be given as a pandas DataFrame
• postprocessing: no ValueError occur if components are not chosen in the optimized solution
• postprocessing: optimizationSummary is ordered correctly s.t. properties are assigned to the corresponding
component.
New features were included:
• New keyword argument linkedQuantityID: The number of different components can be forced to be the same.
• Enable time-dependent conversion factors (e.g. for modeling heat pumps)
• Add warning for simultaneous charge and discharge of storage components; users can check if and when simultaneous charge and discharge of storage components occur
• Add operation value for considered time horizon in the optimizationSummary
• Add new attribute objectiveValue to EnergySystemModel class
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1.3.4 Release version 2.1.1
FINE release (2.1.1) provides some minor changes in code including bug fixes for
• Missing labels (for newer pandas versions)
• setting operationRateFix or operationRateMax for transmission components

1.3.5 Release version 2.1
In FINE release (2.1) the following functionalities were included, for example:
• New time series aggregation method: Segmentation of time series
• Bug Fix: TAC of transmission components within the optimization summary is fixed

1.3.6 Release version 2.0
In FINE release (2.0) the following functionalities were included, for example:
• Part load behavior (using piecewise linear functions (-> MILP))
• Robust discrete pipeline design under the consideration of pressure losses (see Robinius et al. (2019) https:
//link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10589-019-00085-x and Reuß et al. 2019 (https://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/abs/pii/S0360319919338625))
• A two-stage approach to reduce computation time of MILPs with time series aggregation, while providing a
lower and upper error bound (Kannengießer et al. (2020) https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/14/2825)
• The option to model nonlinear investment cost functions (via a quadratic function, Lopion et al. (2019) https:
//www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/20/4006)
• A simple approach to model myopic foresight
• Ramping behavior of conversion components
• A beta version for modeling demand side management

1.4 Integrated Software
• tsam: https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/tsam
• GeoPandas: https://geopandas.org/

1.5 Legal Notice
1.5.1 License
MIT License
Copyright (C) 2016-2022 FZJ-IEK-3
Active Developers: Theresa Groß, Leander Kotzur, Noah Pflugradt, Julian Belina, Toni Busch, Philipp Dunkel, Patrick
Freitag, Thomas Grube, Heidi Heinrichs, Maximilian Hoffmann, Kevin Knosala, Felix Kullmann, Stefan Kraus,
Jochen Linßen, Rachel Maier, Peter Markewitz, Lars Nolting, Shruthi Patil, Jan Priesmann, Stanley Risch, Julian
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Schönau, Bismark Singh, Andreas Smolenko, Peter Stenzel, Chloi Syranidou, Christoph Winkler, Michael Zier, Detlef
Stolten
Alumni: Robin Beer, Henrik Büsing, Dilara Caglayan, Timo Kannengießer, Martin Robinius, Johannes Thürauf, Lara
Welder
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1.6 Further Reading
Find examples for the application of FINE in the following published articles:
• Welder et al. (2019): Design and evaluation of hydrogen electricity reconversion pathways in national energy
systems using spatially and temporally resolved energy system optimization.
• Caglayan et al. (2019): Impact of Different Weather Years on the Design of Hydrogen Supply Pathways for
Transport Needs .
• Caglayan et al. (2019): The techno-economic potential of offshore wind energy with optimized future turbine
designs in Europe .
• Kannengießer et al. (2020): Reducing Computational Load for Mixed Integer Linear Programming: An Example for a District and an Island Energy System .
• Knosala et al. (2021): Hybrid Hydrogen Home Storage for Decentralized Energy Autonomy .
• genindex
• modindex
• search
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